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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Background 
In order to realize the economic operation of nuclear power plants 
it is necessary to minimize reactor downtime caused by system mal­
functions. It is possible to reduce unscheduled downtime by continuous 
surveillance of the reactor components with the aim of detecting incipient 
malfunctions. Neutron noise analysis has been useful in detecting some 
types of reactor component malfunctions [1, 2, 3, 4], but will not 
necessarily detect every reactor anomaly. The most successful method 
of utilizing neutron noise signals for warning of abnormal changes 
has been to compare noise signatures produced when an abnormal condition 
is present with those taken during normal operation. 
The term "signature" is used because systems emit "noise" that 
is characteristic of the system and its physical condition. This 
signature identifies the system, much as the handwritten signature 
identifies a person= 
The signature can be used in several ways. One is searching the 
frequency spectrum for characteristic emissions based on calculated 
models describing the system investigated. À simple example is the 
calculation and measurement of the vibratifiai frequencies of a beam. 
Â second way is to examine the signature in the frequency domain, 
and evaluate it from previous empirical knowledge. Â third method is 
to store the signatures obtained from a system operating with known 
conditions, and then use this library of signatures as a standard 
against which to compare signatures obtained at other times or under 
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other conditions. By use of this comparison technique, trends can be 
observed, which lead to the prediction of incipient failures. 
At the present time the practical application of noise signature 
analysis to operating power reactors requires a library of signatures 
based on real or artificially induced difficulties. Comparison of 
the library signatures with the continuously monitored noise spectra 
would allow for rapid quantification of incipient abnormalities. 
Unfortunately, the signature analysis obtained from one reactor does 
not necessarily apply to another, and signature analysis on each 
reactor has to be done on an individual basis [5]. 
Most theoretical anomaly models describe conditions which give 
rise to reactivity changes which affect the signature of the measured 
neutron noise signal. The choice of detector size, location, and type 
has been unspecified in these models. However, the recent develop­
ment of small self-powered neutron detectors allows for the possibility 
of monitoring spatial behavior of the neutron variation within the 
core. Experiments using these small detectors to measure the noise 
behavior in a Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) core at different locations 
during steady operation provide basic noise signatures for this 
reactor type. The same general (jiaracteris tic s would appear in many 
BwR's. However, the frequencies at which characteristic peaks appear 
in the frequency domain would be different due to individual nuclear 
and thermdiydraulic design. À model describing the steady state noise 
behavior is needed to aid in the development of an on-line surveillance 
and analysis system. A system of this type reduces the chance of a 
serious malfunction growing from an undetected anomaly. The main 
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reason for limited application of this technique is inadequate 
theoretical understanding of the transmission of random processes within 
a power reactor, particularly when feedback mechanisms must be taken 
into account. The noise model would also aid in understanding these 
transmission processes. 
B. Purpose of Study 
It is the purpose of this work to develop a BWR model for use in 
studying the stochastic response of an in-core neutron detector which 
is subjected to boiling induced neutron flux fluctuations. Transfer 
functions relating detector response to input power variations in the 
coolant channel are presented. The effects of axial power variations 
in the codant channel are studied. The effects of axial power shape, 
detector location, and steam velocity on the detector response are 
considered. 
The dynamic behavior of BwR cores has been investigated by many 
authors [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. The work of Akcasu [11] is of particular 
significance to this study. Akcasu has developed the transfer 
functions for a number of the processes in a BWR including the 
power-void, power-boiling boundary, pressure-void, etc. The transfer 
functions exist in closed form so that system parameters may be 
directly related to important time constants. Akcasu's development 
was based aa a sinusoidal axial power distribution. This model was 
later modified by Wakabayashi [12] to include a sinusoidal shape with 
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an adjustable phase and period to account for power flattening and 
variations in the location of peak power. 
In the present study, the formulation suggested by Akcasu is 
utilized to develop transfer functions which describe neutron flux 
behavior and detector response at various location: along a BMR 
coolant channel. A linear combination of spatial power shapes of 
the form e^  • sin(bx + c) is employed so that very general axial 
power distributions can be studied. The detector response arising 
from both reactor power fluctuations and direct void perturbaticms 
are considered. 
The variations in void content along a boiling channel affects 
the local neutron flux by changing the neutron absorption and dif­
fusion properties. This "thermalization" effect arising from void 
variations is viewed as a direct input to the detector response, 
which adds to variations in the power level to become the total 
detector response. 
The inputs in the model are assumed to be random heat sources 
originating from the stochastic behavior involved in the heat transfer 
process, and random amounts of heat appearing in the coolant channel. 
These inherent heat sources drive the noise model with the reactor 
operating at a constant average power level. The model response is 
found to be particularly sensitive to the axial power shape, position 
of the boiling boundary, coolant flow, and detector location. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
The development of a neutron noise signature model for BWR's 
requires a review of experiments and theoretical models developed to 
explain the dynamic processes occurring in the reactor core. 
Historically, there has been a large number of noise investigations 
[13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] carried out on BWR's due to the fact that 
they exhibit large neutron flux fluctuations during steady state power 
operation. The higher noise level observed in BWR's compared to 
pressurized water reactors (îWR's) has been attributed to their 
sensitivity to the instantaneous steam volume in the core [3]. 
A generalized noise model driven by reactivity variations was 
developed by Seifritz [19]. This model includes transfer functions 
relating random processes to reactivity driving functions. 
A. Development of Applicable Dynamic Models 
Considerable effort has been spent in the study of void behavior 
in BWR cores. X-ray scanning experiments [20, 21] on the SPERT lA 
reactor were used to measure the void fraction in the axial direction 
for different constant power levels. The so-called void fraction was 
actually determined from the ssan value of a very noisy signal. Also 
in this study, the dynamic behavior of st^ am voidage was investigated 
by transfer function analysis, i.e. utilizing small oscillation theory. 
Power oscillations of 10 percent about the mean level were used to 
drive the void fraction. This response was measured by the variation 
in X-ray signals. Early BWR dynamic models such as Beckjord's [7] 
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failed to explain the increasing phase lag of the void response at a 
particular detector location. Frequency response data resulting from 
rod oscillator experiments on Experimental Boiling Water Reactor (EBWR) 
were first modeled with empirical transfer functions fitted to the 
observed break frequencies [6, 22]. In 1960, the model developed by 
Akcasu [11] from conservation principles was able to adequately describe 
the at-power EBWR transfer function relating reactivity to power. 
Akcasu* s model employed high and lew frequency asymptotes to determine 
single time constant transfer functions to describe second order behavior 
in the EBWR model. Thus, some of the fine structure in the "mid-
frequencies" is overlooked by application of Akcasu's model. 
Jones [23, 24] developed a BWR stability model based on a nodal 
solution of the basic conservation equations at many positions along 
the coolant channel. Inherent feedback loops are considered at each 
node along the channel to give open and closed loop responses. Based 
on the work of Jones a computer code, FABLE II, was developed and is 
the standard method for theoretical dynamic analysis of large BWR's 
[10], Information about the dynamic behavior of the General Electric 
BWR's found in the safety analysis reports [25], results in part 
from dynamic studies performed with FABLE II. The FABLE II frequency 
response has been compared to experimental data obtained from the 
General Electric test loop and compared with rod oscillator tests per­
formed at Garigilano Nuclear Reactor^ . These comparisons indicate 
that the hydrodynamics incorporated in FABLE II do an adequate job 
R^esults of this rod oscillator experiment are presented on 
pages 153-155 [26]. 
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of predicting the channel void response, even though some fine structure 
is missing near 1.0 Hz. 
The main differences between the two BWR dynamic models are: 
1. Momentum changes along the channel are assumed proportional 
to the steam cross section in Âkcasu's model, while Jones uses experi­
mental correlations to account for momentum changes along the channel. 
2. The heat input to the boiling channel is assumed to be sinu­
soidal in Akcasu's model, while Jones accounts for axial power shapes 
by varying the amount of heat delivered to each node along the channel. 
3. Reactivity is determined from the contribution of each process 
modeled in Akcasu's model, while Jones determines a reactivity parameter 
at each node which is summed to determine the overall reactivity state. 
The approach adopted by Akcasu to obtain transfer functions in closed 
form allows system parameters to be related to important time constants 
and gains. 
B. At Power Noise Models 
In 1968 Nomura [15] presented a simple transfer function model 
of the Japan Power Demonstration Reactor (JPDR) based on the linearized 
two phase flow equations. This was used to determine the power spectral 
density (PSD) of the neutron flux fluctuation in a natural circulation 
BWR. He considered the discrete nature of steam bubble formation during 
constant heat output as the input noise source. His model neglects 
feedback due to void generation, but includes temperature and pressure 
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effects arising from this bubble generation process. The resulting 
disturbances then introduce reactivity changes which in turn drive the 
closed loop transfer function of a BWR. This model then distorts a 
white spectrum heat source to a nonwhite reactivity input which drives 
the reactor closed loop transfer function. This model gave a fair 
approximation to the measured PSD (neutron noise signature) which was 
sufficiently promising to warrant further investigations. 
Seifritz [19] derived a generalized expression for the PSD based 
on fluctuations of the output current from neutron detectors. This 
expression consists of three noise contributions: 
1. the trivial term representing white detection noise, 
2. the term accounting for statistical variations in the power 
caused by the branching process [27], and 
3. the dominating power noise term arising from reactivity 
driving functions. 
Additional information about this model is repeated in Appendix C. 
Based on Seifritz's formulation, many ether authors [28, 29, 30, 
31, 32] developed driving functions relating various types of anomalous 
behavior to a change in reactivity. The types of anomalous behavior 
considered were : 
1. coolant flow fluctuations. 
2. vibrating components such as fuel elements or control rods, and 
3. inlet temperature fluctuations. 
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C. Noise Experiments 
Albrecht [18] has performed experiments on the University of 
Washington Nuclear Reactor relating an artificially induced void anomaly 
to the variations in the neutron flux. Control rod bearing failure 
has been detected and diagnosed in the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR). 
This interesting work was reported by Fry [ 1] . Noise analysis at the 
Experimental Breeder Reactor II led to the discovery of mechanical 
component vibrations [2]. 
Based on Nomura's [15] steady state noise model, Seifritz [33] 
designed an experiment for the Lingen 540 BWR utilizing self 
powered in-core detectors [34], which could be moved up and down the 
channel. The results will serve as a basis for a better understanding 
of inherent reactivity driving forces in a BWR. Appendix C shows the 
experimental set up utilized to measure and compute [35] the PSD re­
sulting from the in-core detector signals. The Gaussian shape of the 
probability density function of the measured noise indicates that 
linear processes are involved. 
Seifritz suggested that the point reactor model is not adequate 
to describe the change in PSD shapes from a low pass filter charac­
teristic in the lower nonboiling portion of the core to a band pass 
filter characteristic in the boiling region. He described this 
behavior as neutron spatial decoupling and suggested that BWR's respond 
asymmetrically to their inherent reactivity driving forces. 
Further testing on the Garigiliano reactor demonstrated that the 
phase shift of the cross power spectral density of two in-core neutron 
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detectors located along the channel could be used to determine the 
steam bubble velocity [36]. This important discovery indicates that 
the in-core neutron detectors are rather directly affected by void 
fluctuations. Rothman [37] has developed relationships to describe 
the in-core neutron detector response arising from variations in the 
local void fraction. The effect of detector size on the rms "bubble" 
noise was analyzed and the application of this noise source to boiling 
detection was considered. Previously, Thie [16] referred to this 
interaction of voids and neutron flux moderation as "thermalization 
noise" and identified it as a noise source for in-core neutron detectors 
at the Pathfinder Atomic Power Plant [38]. 
It is clear from the references cited that noise measurements 
of the neutron flux fluctuations due to void generation can be used 
to provide information on system performance without the need to apply 
external perturbations to the system. Most of the time reactors are 
operating in the steady power production state, therefore, there is an 
obvious need for a consistent model which is capable of predicting the 
observed behavior of neutron noise characteristics and relating them 
to basic reactor parameters. Such a model would facilitate the 
interpretation of on-line monitoring systems [4]. 
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III. BWR CHARACTERISTICS 
A. Control Philosophy 
The core of a BWR consists of an array of fuel bundles cooled by 
water and steam [39]. The nuclear heat generated by the fission process 
is controlled by the movement of control rods or recirculation flow. 
Each independent rod drive enters the core from the bottom, and can be 
used to shape the power distribution. Steam created in the boiling 
region is separated from the recirculation water, dried in the top of 
the primary reactor vessel, and then piped to the high pressure turbine 
stage. Recirculation water is forced through the core by jet pumps 
[40] located outside the core barrel, but inside the reactor vessel. 
The driving force for the jet pumps is provided by two variable speed 
centrifugal pumps, which draw a fraction of the recirculation water 
from the vessel and return it with increased pressure. The effect, of 
increasing pressure across the jet pump is to increase the core 
water velocity above that axpsriencsd with natural circulation. A 
typical BWR core flow system is shown in Figure 3.1. 
To understand the information contained in the neutron detector 
noise signal, it is important to model mechanisms that affect the 
neutron density at a detector location. Stability models provide 
insist into the key parameters affecting the neutron density or reactor 
fission power. Disturbances can enter the system from either control 
rod movements or perturbations of a coolant parameter such as pressure, 
flow, or subcooling. For a change in subcooling, there is a time 
dependent change in the void content which in turn changes the reactor 
12 
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fission power through the negative void-reactivity feedback coefficient. 
A change in the fission power then appears as a change in the rod 
surface heat flux after a delay which is referred to as the fuel time 
constant [10]. This time constant is about 6 to 8 seconds for the 
0.5 inch diameter fuel pins used in BWR's. 
In addition to the delay introduced by the fuel time constant, 
another delay is introduced by coolant behavior. After a fission 
rate perturbation reaches the fuel rod surface as a heat flux 
perturbation, the channel void content responds by increasing or de­
creasing in the direction of the heat flux change. This void disturbance 
is swept through the core in some finite amount of time. Hie effect 
of this disturbance on neutron detectors is dependent on mass flow 
rate, slip velocity, length of boiling region, length of channel, axial 
power distribution, and detector location. Since the void-reactivity 
coefficient is negative, it provides an inherent shutdown mechanism 
and a negative feedback to power. 
Another negative feedback mechanism is the Doppler reactivity 
effect, resulting from the fuel temperature dependence of neutron ab-
238 
sorption in 52^ * feedback loop reduces the effect of void 
disturbances of the fission power by attenuating the lew frequency 
response of the zero power reactor transfer function [41]. 
A third reactivity feedback of importance is the change in sub-
cooled water tesçerature which affects the water density and thus 
neutron moderation. This effect is treated as a temperature dependent 
feedback through a moderator temperature to reactivity coefficient. 
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In addition to the "natural" feedback characteristics of SWR's, 
the control methods must be examined. Figure 3.2 shows the basic control 
systems used in a typical General Electric BUR [25]. Four operating 
control systems are utilized to maintain the desired reactor to turbo­
generator conditions. 
First, pressure is held constant by a pressure regulator, unlike 
conventional plants in which steam flow to the turbine is set by demand. 
As an example, consider the result of opening the turbine admission 
valves to increase electrical output. The resulting decrease in pres­
sure causes steam to flash into voids and the negative void coefficient 
causes the fission power to decrease. This is the opposite of the de­
sired increase in reactor power needed to support increased steam demand. 
Regulation of pressure and reactor power is achieved by control of a 
turbine bypass valve which admits reactor steam directly to the condenser. 
The change in the bypass valve flow counteracts small power demand 
changes on the turbine, thus achieving constant pressure on the 
reactor system. Second, the feedwater control system is similar to 
the conventional fossil plants in that throttling valves control the 
feedwater flow into the reactor to maintain a constant liquid level in 
the reactor vessel. Third, neutron absorbing control rods are utilized 
to change power during start up, maintain criticality during core life­
time, and control the power distribution within the core. Once the 
reactor is operating at power with the desired power distribution, 
movement of control rods is expected to be slight. Power distributions 
within the core are thus static over a period of several hours to days, 
if the system is above 60 percent power. The fourth and most important 
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Load error Turbine con 
trol mech. 
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pressure 
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Pump speed 
Fluid drive 
actuator 
mi levex N ! i i gen. i v inocor i i n 
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speed 
clutch 
Recirculation 
6=  ^
drive 
n h - n  
L J Condenser 
Feedwater pump 
Figure 3.2. Basic BWR control systems [25] 
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control system for power changes in the range of 60 to 100 percent 
power is the flow control system. Figure 3.3 is a typical operating 
map for a BWR [25, 39] which indicates the possible flow-pcwer 
combinations that can be used during high power operation. Since the 
fission power is approximately proportional to the recirculation flow, 
the independent control of recirculation loop flow allows matching of 
fission power to the demand for electrical grid power. A turbine speed 
signal related to electrical demand and the pressure regulator valve 
position signal are compared in the master controller. Should 
the steam flow available from the reactor be less than that demanded, 
the master controller acts to increase the recirculation flow until the 
power demand is satisfied [42]. 
To relate the physical system to a simple model capable of describing 
the neutron noise behavior during steady state operation, certain 
simplifying assumptions about the operating philosophy of the plant 
are made: 
1. Control rod movements are used during normal operation only 
to maintain or change flux shape, and compensate for fuel bumup. 
2. Reactor power level is adjusted by changing the recirculation 
flow. The relationship between flow and power is determined from the 
operating map design flow control line shown in Figure 3=3. 
3. Constant dome pressure is assumed, since the pressure regulated 
turbine bypass valve acts rapidly to maintain constant reactor 
conditions during small changes in the electrical power demand. 
4. No significant changes in the liquid operating level occur 
requiring feedwater flew changes by the control system at steady power 
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Flow control range 
•o 0) 
a Minimum expected flow control-v. 
k 
0) 
I 
Minimum power line 
0.5 1.00 
Figure 3.3. BWR forced circulation operating map 
level. For different levels, the flow is determined by matching the 
desired steam flow to the feedwater flow. 
5. The steady state operating conditions for the plant are deter­
mined by requiring that the steam exit quality be matched to the design 
condition exit quality for a given point on the operating map, and 
a given axial power distribution along the channel. 
Figure 3.4 shows the steady state coolant flow, temperature, 
enthalpy, and pressure of the Duane Arnold Energy Center (DAEC) at 
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1020. 
psia 
= 6.89E6 Ib/h 
H = 1191.6 Btu/lb 
ft. = 6.89E6 Ib/h 
= 
20.5E6 Ib/h 1593 M 
wth 
= 420°F 
fw 
= 545.4 Btu/lb 
= 397.6 Btu/lb 
58.5E6 Ib/h 
Figure 3.4. Rated operating conditions for model 
rated thermal conditions [25]. Table 3.1 lists the important physical 
information needed as input information to the noise model of this 
reactor, 
B. BWR Power Distribution 
In operating power reactors, the axial flux distribution is 
stationary for long periods of time, since the changes in the 
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Table 3.1. Duane Arnold Energy Center physical modeling data [25] 
Computer 
Parameter symbol Value Units 
Rated thermal-hydraulic values 
Thermal output PR 1593. M  ^
wth 
Steam flow MSF 6.84E6 Ib/hr 
Core flow MCF 50.5E6 Ib/hr 
Feedwater flow MFW 6.82E6 Ib/hr 
Nominal dome pressure P 1020. psia 
Core maximum exit void FASL 0.76 — 
Exit quality CHIEl 0.143 
Reactivity coefficients 
Moderator temperature ALW - 1.16E-4 Ak/k/OF 
Fuel temperature AFW - 0.98E-5 Ak/k/op 
Moderator void ALV - 1.05E-3 Ak/k/% • 
Reactor diîsensions 
Core length L 12.0 ft 
Core diameter DIAC 12.0 ft 
Vessel diameter DIAV 14.93 ft 
Core flow area AC 42.2 ft" 
Channel flow area A 0.00234 ft^  
Hydraulic diameter ra: 0.0509 ft 
Fuel pellet radius RF 0.0199 ft 
Cladding radius RC 0.0234 ft 
Number of fuel assemblies — 368 
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Table 3.1. (Continued) 
Parameter 
Computer 
symbol Value Units 
Fuel rod array — 
Materials 
Clad material — zircaloy-2 
Fuel material — uranium dioxide 
Total weight of fuel 
Average enrichment 
Material properties 
Thermal conductivity 
Fuel FK 
Cladding CK 
Water KW 
Specific heat 
7 X 7  
Fuel-cladding 
Water 
Density 
Fuel 
Saturated steam 
Saturated water 
Feedwater 
Enthalpy 
Saturated steam 
Saturated water 
CP 
RHOF 
RHOS 
RHOW 
RHOFW 
HS 
HW 
173.500 
1.9 
3.2 
7.0 
0.34 
0.099 
1.24 
529.5 
2.29 
46.16 
52.80 
1191.6 
545.4 
lbs 
w/o % 
Btu/h "ft"OF 
Btu/h-ft-°F 
Btu/h*ft«^ F 
Btu/lb 
Btu/lb 
Ib/ft^  
lb/ft-
Ib/ft" 
Ib/ft-
Btu/lb 
Btu/lb 
Table 3.1. (Continued) 
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Paramter 
Computer 
symbol Value Units 
Feedwater HFW 397.6 Btu/lb 
Viscosity 
Saturated steam VISG 1.34e-5 Ib/ffs 
Saturated water VISL 7.18E-4 Ib/ft-s 
distribution are caused by control rod movement, fuel bumup, or xenon 
oscillations. During noise measurements the change in axial distribution 
is neglected, however the axial power distribution shifts from the top 
to the bottom as control rods are withdrawn to condensate for fuel 
consumption. The effect of changing axial distributions must be con­
sidered when comparing noise measurements at different times during the 
core life. This is accomplished in the model by describing the axial 
power distribution with a function of the form • sia(bK -r c), where 
X is the axial core position. The parameters a, b, and c can be changed 
to fit the axial distribution at the time of measurement. 
The use of flux shaping functions to describe the steady state 
power distributions requires a normalization factor. The purpose of 
this factor is to force the integrated value of the distribution function 
to unity. In this way the total stea<fy state power can be treated as a 
constant which is independent of spatial integrations. Heat generated 
in the core is represented as 
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Q(x, t) = • D(x), 
and 3.1 
q(x, t) = • D(x). 
D(x) is normalized to L so that the change in power level, q(t), has 
the same spatial distribution as Q(t). D(x) can be determined from 
i I D(x)dx = 1. 3.2 
Jo 
In the case of a sinusoidal flux distribution, Equation 3.2 becomes 
FASC • si^ f^ d^x = 1, 3.3 
0 
L I ) 
ÏALC X i {cos(^ | j. 1. 
2 
and FABC X — = 1. 
TT 
Thus FABC equals Tr/2, the normalization factor for sin (tix/I^  and 
D(x) = Tr/2 • sin(nx/L). For the general shape function considered in 
the noise model D(x) = FABC • e^ *sin(bx + c). FABC is then determined 
from 
'4 
FABC • e^  • sin(bx + c)dx = 1. 3.4 
Integrating Equation 3.4 and solving for FABC gives 
2 JL u2y 
FABC = L X (a + b^ ) 
cos(c) • [a • sin(bL) - b cos(bL) + b] 
+ sin(c) • [e^ (^a • cos(bL) + h sin(bL)) - a]. 3.5 
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To check Equation 3.5, let b = TT/L, c = 0, and a = 0, the conditions 
for the sinusoidal case, then FABC degenerates to TT/2. 
By changing the parameters a, b, and c, various "single hushed" 
axial flux shapes can be modeled. Figures 3.5 through 3.10 show the 
type of flux shapes that can be modeled by this function. 
If more complicated shapes must be patterned, weighted sums of 
D(x) can be used. The total power distribution average is still unity 
N 
if S WET(i) = 1. Thus the power distribution is described 
where HET(i) is the weight given each function. Measured axial flux 
shapes in BWR' s appear in some cases to have two "humps" [43], and 
thus could be modeled with Equation 3.6 by setting 1=2. Figures 3.9 
and 3.10 are examples of symmetrical positive and negative damped 
flux components with equal weighting. 
The axial neutron flux shape is assianed to >e equal to the heat 
distribution delivered to the channel. Thus, neutron flux, fission 
power, and coolant power have the same distribution in the model. For 
this model it is also assumed that the radial distribution is approxi­
mated by a Bessel function J^ (2.405r/R^ )[44].. The power at any 
position in the core then becomes 
1 
2 WET(i) • D (x) 
1=1 
N 
= ^  WET(l) • FABC(i) • e^ *^ • sln(b^ x + c^ ), 3.6 
1=1 
Q(x, r)=Q. [1.42XJ^ (^ |^2^ )] • 
c 
HET(l) • FABC(i) 
(3.7) 
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Figure 3»6= Sinusoidal flux shape for 
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Figure 3.7. Negatively damped shape for 
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FABC 0.148 
Figure 3.8. Positive damped flux 
where Q(x) = FABC 
. • sin(bx + c) 
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ginning of core life 
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The radial normalization factor is determined from J^ (2.405r/R^ )dr 
1.42. A radial position for the detector is then selected by letting 
RPF equal 1.42 for the center channel, 1.0 for the average radial loca­
tion, etc. The radial peaking factor as a function of the radial 
distance becomes, 
RE? = 1.42 J^ (2.405r/R^ ). 3.8 
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IV. BOILING REACTOR NOISE MODEL 
The objective of this model is to relate various operating 
parameters of a forced circulation BWR to information contained in 
neutron detector fluctuating signal. The approach is to develop 
transfer functions to describe the dynamic processes of a BWR core at 
steady operating conditions. The model is driven by small variations 
of heat into the reactor coolant channel in the boiling and nonboiling 
regions. The output is taken as the thermal neutron detector response 
at various locations along the channel arising from fission power oscil­
lations and local thermalization variations. 
A. Closed Loop Feedback Model 
1. Point reactor 
Since the frequency range of interest for this model is 0.1 to 
10. Hz, it will be assumed that the point reactor model can be utilized 
to describe the variation in fission power arising from changes in 
reactivity. The point model is used assuming that the oscillations are 
small so that a linear approximation of the kinetic equations is 
justified. Use of the point kinetics model also assumes that changes 
in the fission power level appear with the same spatial distribution 
as the steady state power. The kinetic equations [45] are 
 ^^ N(t) + ZA.C. 4.1 
and 
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where N(t) = fission power (or neutron density); 
C^ (t) = precursor power of the ith group; 
t = time; 
p = reactivity (k - l)/k % Ak/k at critical, the fractional 
change in neutron reproduction factor; 
p = delayed neutron fraction ; 
= neutron generation time, sec; 
= decay constant for precursor decay, sec 
For the purpose of this model it is convenient to choose the one 
group representation. Let N(t) = N° + n(t), C^ (t) = C? + c^ (t), and 
p(t) = p° + p(t) (p° = 0 for a critical reactor). Neglect second 
order terms, Laplace transform both equations^ , solve for C^ (s) in 
Equation 4.2 and substitute back into Equation 4.1 to obtain 
p° - B 
sN(s) = N 
N° 
+ J- P(s) 4.3 
Solving for N(s) then yields 
4.4 
However, for a critical reactor where g/Jî » X, and p° = 0 the reactor 
transfer function is simplified to 
p(s) 4s(s + p/4) 4.5 
The Laplace transform of a lower case variable is written as the 
upper case letter. For example % jn (t = N(s). 
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Equation 4.5 is often called the one delayed group zero power reactor 
transfer function [46, 47]. This is because N° is assumed sufficiently 
small that no reactivity feedback effects are significant. Typical 
numbers for the one group approximation of a BWR are 
X - 0.0767 sec"^ , £ 5 X lO"^  sec 
and p ranges from 0.0072 to 0.005 during the core life^ . 
A computer program, NMOD, described in Chapter V and Appendix G, 
vas written to calculate the transfer function frequency response. 
It treats G(s) as real and imaginary parts which are functions of the 
frequency. In the program G(s) becomes 
TGR(m) = REAL((u) + IMAG(u)) where 
REALW = 8BACI0R POWER X (p - iX) 4.6, 
(Jlw + 
IHMC») = - mCTOR PO^ R X (A + XP) _ 4.«b 
(2 m + p )u) 
Bode plots of G(s) exhibit the shapes shown in Figure 4.2, page 47. 
In power producing BWR's small changes in the power level can 
affect parameters such as fuel temperature, coolant temperature, and 
void fraction. Changes in neutron leakage, absorption, and thermalization 
from such variations in turn modify the reactivity state of the reactor. 
This reactor behavior is modeled by considering the parameters affected 
by power changes and describing their effect on the reactivity state 
with inherent feedback loops. 
N^umerical values are from the Duane Arnold Energy Center training 
manual, written by the Iowa Electric Light aqd Power technical staff. 
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Three important feedbacks considered in this model are fuel tempera­
ture, nonboiling coolant temperature, and void fraction. The following 
sections develop transfer functions to describe these power related 
feedbacks as they affect reactivity. This approach is similar to 
Akcasu [11], DeShong and Lipinski [6], Beckjord [7], Thie [8], and 
many others. 
2. Heat transfer 
It is the purpose of this section to determine relationships 
describing the behavior of the fuel temperature resulting frran 
changes in the fission power level. For a small increment of channel 
length, dx, where heat is transferred only in the radial direction, 
the following heat balance is utilized. 
Heat generated in the fuel = 
Heat transferred to the coolant + heat stored in the fuel 
Btu/s or watts 
N(x, t)dx = Q(x, t)dx +1^  {pgA^ c^ T^ dx} , 4.7 
where are the lumped fuel-cladding parameters, and T^  is the 
volume averaged fuel temperature. Upon linearizing and taking the 
Laplace transform. Equation 4.7 becomes 
N(x, s) = Q(x, s) + p^ jC^ s6Tj(x, s). 4.8 
Equation 4.8 is utilized in both the boiling and nonboiling regions 
[48] where the main difference is the method of heat transfer between 
the cladding and the coolant. It remains then to determine a 
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relationship between Q(x, s), the coolant power [Btu/s*ft], and the 
fuel temperature. 
a. Boiling region In the boiling region the experimental 
correlation derived by Jens and Lottes [49], T .. - T . = 
•' wall sat 
o' .1/4 -po/900 60[-*—?] e can be used to estimate the boiling heat transfer 
10 
coefficient, where q' is heat flux in Btu/h-ft^ , P is pressure in 
psia, and T is the temperature in °F. For the two phase flow at 
constant pressure the saturation temperature, of the coolant 
in the boiling region is assumed constant in space and time. "Hius, 
a variation in heat flux results in a change in wall temperature. 
Because of the poor heat transfer characteristics of oxide fuels, 
the change in average fuel temperature, T^ , can be much greater than 
the change in Since affects the Doppler feedback mechanism, 
a relationship between the and is needed to solve Equation 4,8 
[47]. 
In a cylindrical fuel region the temperature behavior is described 
by the heat balance 
ÔT, ôV(r) ÔT (r) 
+- +N'(r, t) Btu 
h"ft3 
4.9 
assuming the temperature distribution is constant and only the magnitude 
changes with time. Integrating Equation 4.9 along the radius r yields 
dr 
2n f 
+ 7^  I rN'(r, t)dr, 4.10 
Uo 
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which simplifies to 
ôT ' ë "fjsrji "£"=£ air(t) = %:V Lâ JatR + 
P 
where 
r f: If(t) ^  J rTf(r. t)dr, 4.12 and AJ = 2TT |rdr. 4.13 
Let 
T .. - T  ^
wall sat 
atR 
P 
where d is a small distance. Equation 4.11 becomes 
PfCf 
^ "P ° '•b 
at the fuel surface in the boiling region which is determined from the 
«jctis~*XjOtte5 correlation as 
h^  = ^  X e(P/900) X (q'/10*)3/4 . F , 1. 4.15 
 ^" Lh'ftZ.OFj 
Equation 4.14 then becomes 
dT , . _ 
-f'f dT = 
Solution of Equation 4.16 is simplified by adjusting the heat 
transfer coefficient to include not only the film drop, but also an 
allowance for the conduction between the point of average fuel tempera­
ture and the wall temperature. Treating the fuel clad material as a 
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resistance to the average flew of heat in the small length, dx, con­
sider 
dT 
A^ N* = N(s) = - k^ (2TTr) > Btu/s*ft 4.17 
K(:) = ' hbPf'T. - ' 
2Trk^  
Then note that 
Tf - Tgat 
N(s) where 4.18 % 
1 4% 1 '"fe) op 
h'Pf 2TTk^  h^ Pf 2TTk^  * Btu/(h-ft) * 4.19 
Equation 4.19 is then simplified by utilizing the dimensions of the 
Duane Arnold Energy Center (DAEC) fuel pins [25] and assuming that 
occurs at 0.707R^ , it is found that 
Given that [46] 
k^  = 3.2 k = 7.0 h^ 3^XlO^  
f h.ft.OF c h.ft.op h-ft^ -OF 
Equation 4;14 becomes 
dT 
AfPf^ f dt t^ s^'ft^  4.21 
where h ' = 
Pf X 
_i r Btu 1 
R^ X 3600. Ls.ft^ .OFj-
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The change in average fuel temperature for a change in the reactor 
power can be found by solving Equation 4.21. 
hV 
= n-T-s • 4 :: 
XD 
Substitution of appropriate numbers gives the following results 
AjPjCj (0.00234 £t^ )(529 lb/ft') (0.079) 
•'fb  h'Pf ' 0.0144 -2£H 
S * zt 
- 6.8 sec 4.23 
nStu 
, '"-Ik 
• ï e.ss • 
Since the model heat variable is the total reactor heat, N(s) 
becomes the total heat delivered by all the fuel pins. For exanqple, 
a change of 1 Btu/s'ft at the average fuel pin becomes a change of 
216,384. Btu/s for the whole reactor core. Equation 4.22 is incorporated 
into the sodsl by utilizing a V7sighting function, which yields 
MF. • N(s) ' 
 ^ klM 4.24 
Thus, for an increase in the power level of 1 Btu/s the change in 
average fuel temperature is approximately 2.E-4 °F. This increase is 
felt in the coolant after a time delay related to t^ . 
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b. Nonboiling region The nonboiling region for this model is 
defined as the lower portion of the coolant channel where all the heat 
added increases the coolant temperature to the saturation temperature. 
It is assumed that subcooled boiling can be neglected. In this region 
the heat transfer coefficient, h^ ,^ at the cladding surface can be 
estimated from the Dittus-Boelter correlation for forced convection in 
a circular pipe [19]. 
Nu = 0.023(Re)°'G(pr)°'4 4.26 
where the notations are 
hD 
Nusselt number: Nu = —^  
D^ Wp 
Reynolds number: Re = 
^^ f 
Prandtl number; Pr = —^ — . 
Solving Equation 4.26 for the heat transfer coefficient yields 
= T "  • 
Following the same procedure used in the boiling region, the total 
thermal resistance becomes 
i¥\ . 
Similarly, the equation relating the change in average fuel temperature 
to a change in the reactor power is determined from 
dT 
f^PfCf "dt  ^Pf^ "[^ fnb " \b ' 
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which becomes 
"^ nb "nb^ *' h"p, 
= ÏTTT-s • 4.30 
rnb 
where 
h" = 
Pf X *Tnb X 3*00 ' 
f^nb h"p. 
and WF . = 
f 
FRAC X FABC 
nb L X # fuel pins 
c. Fuel temperature feedback To utilize this feedback function 
in the total model two additional factors are considered. First, since 
the fuel temperature model was derived on a single fuel pin basis, it 
must be corrected by the number of pins. Second, flux shape weighting 
should be used to correct for the effectiveness of the temperature 
feedback at different axial locations, which includes fractions for 
the boiling and nonboiling regions. 
Equations 4.24 and 4.30 are combined and integrated in the axial 
direction to obtain the reactor feedback loop function. 
s)dx+i -( 0W.6I^ (x,s)dxJ 
nb 
4.31 
To simplify the temperature feedback loop, it is assumed that the 
nuclear power, coolant power, and weighting function have normalized 
sinusoidal distributions. Other flux shapes would only modify the 
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weighting constant sli^ tly, therefore this feedback loop will be as­
sumed independent of flux shape changes. The resulting equation is 
6N(s)/h"p^  
aiv(s) 
c 
where A^ /A, the total core flow cross section, divided by the channel 
flow cross section, equals the number of fuel pins. 
This formulation neglects the change in fuel temperature arising 
from changes in pressure, flow rate, and coolant temperature. 
Integrating Equation 4.32 yields 
, El/h"p E2/h'p 
V^s)=r:iN(s) + [Op.ft], 4.33 
«here El - (—^  - sin 2 • L, 
Equation 4.33 is then normalized to the total reactor power by 
dividing El and E2 by L. The feedback fuel temperature then becomes 
_ (El/L-h"-p. E2/L-h'-p I 
1 + ST., + 1 + 
c * rnb tb ' 
Use of the fuel feedback is needed in this noise model because 
it makes the reactor with feedback act as a filter to variations in 
the fission power stenming from stochastic processes affecting the 
reactivity. The effect of this "temperature filtering" is to stabilize 
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the low frequency pcwer response. "Ae model includes two sinusoidally 
weighted temperature feedback functions 
^^ fnb^ ®^  = H,_v(s) = \T- , 4.35 
N(s) fnb L"h""Pg(l + 
and 
A block diagram of this part of the model is given in Figure 2.1. 
d. Heat delivered to coolant Heat generated in the fuel 
elements reaches the coolant channel after a delay time resulting frcxn 
the thermal characteristics of the fuel and cladding. In the steady 
state condition, heat generated in the fuel equals heat delivered to 
the coolant. This is equivalent to letting dT^ /dt = 0 in Equation 4.21 
for the boiling region, or Equation 4.29 in the nonboiling region. 
Thus the heat delivered to the coolant is 
Q^ Cx) . Pfh'tî; - T,,;] 4.37 
and 
-1^ 1. 4.38 
Substitution of Equations 4.37 and 4.38 into Equations 4.22 and 4.30 
respectively, when and T^  are held constant, yields the transfer 
function for the coolant power arising from fission power changes 
NbW 1 + Tg,-: ' 
and 
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Since the steady state fractions of power in the two regions are known. 
Equations 4.39 and 4.40 can be modified to become 
PTB(s) = , 4.41 
fb 
and 
PTNB(s) = 4.42 
 ^^  ^fnb s 
where FRAC = M_ (H - H, )/Q°. The transfer functions PTB(s) and 
IW w iw 
PTNB(s) act as low pass filters in the void and coolant temperature 
feedback loops to fluctuations in the fission power level. For 
uranium oxide fuel pins of about 0.5 inch diameter, the fuel time 
constants range from 6. to 8. seconds. The break frequency associated 
with PTB(s) and PTNB(s) is near 0.023 Hz. However, metallic fuel 
elements have a much higher break frequency on the order of 0.4 Hz 
[50, (page 486)]. Thus, the filtering effect on inherent noise sources 
is much greater in uranium oxide cores than in metal cores. 
The moderator-coolant behavior in many light water reactors (LWR) 
has been modeled by considering the fundamental equations of mass, 
energy, and momentum. From Appendix A the combined mass-energy 
equation in linearized form is 
 ^(U° • a^ Cx, t) +A° • u(x, t)) + 1^  ag(x, t) = 
[dH dH "  ^. 4.43 dt 
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Figure 4.1. Fuel temperature feedback model 
The approximations leading to this equation are: 
1. Variations of kinetic and potential energy are small and 
have been neglected. 
2. The pressure change along the channel is neglected. 
3.. Saturation enthalpies depend only on the pressure. 
4. Steam density and latent heat of vaporization per unit steam 
volumes are constant. 
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5. Steam and water phases are in equilibrium at any time and 
position, thus neglecting the possibility of subcooled boiling below 
the boiling boundary. 
6. The power distribution function is constant and power 
variations are treated as changes in the steady state distribution 
amplitude. 
7. The steady state operating conditions are known at the desired 
quiescent operating levels. 
Equation 4.43 can be solved for t) when q(x, t) and P(t) 
are specified and if a second relationship between ag(x, t) and 
u(x, t) is known. This can be determined by the momentum equation, 
which depends on small pressure differences along the channel. The 
change in momentum, however, is due predominantly to the change in 
steam cross section along the channel for a highly pressurized 
system. If the change in steam bubble velocity is extremely small, 
the change in steam cross section dominates the expression 
A° • u(x, t) + a^ Cx, t) • U° and is then approximated by ag(x, t) • U°. 
An approximation of this type was utilized by Akcasu [11] by increasing 
the value of U° in Equation 4.43 to include the effect of increased 
bubble velocity arising from a change in Ag for a natural circulation 
reactor. However, in a forced flew high pressure system the value of 
U° approaches the actual bubble velocity. This simplification then 
means that for a void perturbation the steam bubble velocity of the 
perturbed void is the same as the steady state bubble velocity. 
Equation 4.43 then becomes 
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4.44 
which is the equation governing the fluid behavior in a coolant channel 
of a BWR. Equation 4.44 is then simplified in this model by noting 
that pressure is held constant by the steam by-pass valve system. 
Therefore, under steady state conditions where dP/dt = 0 Equation 4.44 
becomes 
V 
Equation 4.45 is the basic formulation which is used to determine 
the power to void transfer function (FV(s)). In view of assumption 6, 
q(x, t) = • D(x), where D(x) represents the spatial distribution 
function which is normalized over the core length 
r  ^, D(x)dx = 1. 4.46 
TTx 
For a sinusoidal distribution D(x) becomes TT/2 • sin(^ ), or 
for more general shapes D(x) = FABC • e^  • sin(bx + c). A more 
detailed discussion of the axial shape function is presented in 
Chapter 3. Equation 4.45 is then Laplace transformed with respect to 
t and becomes 
4" [a (x, s)] + — a (x, s) = • D(x). 4.47 
 ^® U° ® L.Hv-U° 
The change in steam volume along the channel may be found by 
integrating a^ Cx, s) from the boiling boundary to the channel top. 
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/ L V(s) = I (x, s)dx. 4.48 
The change in steam cross section is determined by solving Equation 4.47, 
noting that the steam perturbation velocity is equal to the steady 
r* dx* 
state bubble velocity. An integrating factor, I(x) = / , is 
\b u° 
utilized in the solution of Equation 4.47 which becomes 
[ser dx a(x, s) = e • IT ^  I D(x') • e • dx' 
nb 4.49" 
Substitution of Equation 4.49 into 4.48 and solving for the total void 
change for a change in the heat source amplitude results in 
x^ s 
YSsl-J. 
q(s) L-H^  
nb nb 4.50 
Equation 4.50 is the general form of the power to void transfer 
function which could be solved numerically for any known D(x) and 
U°(x) steady state distributions. Care must be exercised in the use 
of Equation 4.50, since it does not account for the mechanism of sub-
cooled boiling or the delay times resulting from bubble formation, i.e. 
the time from initial growth to break away from the wall. 
A description of bubble formation, presented by El-Wakil [51], 
indicates that the local surface conditions between the tube and the 
void determine location, size at detachment from the surface, and local 
heat transfer coefficient during formation of a particular bubble. 
This model neglects the bubble formation time assuming that it is much 
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smaller than the steam transit time. Bubbles are assumed to travel at 
the steam velocity which is the slip ratio times the water velocity. 
Bubble formation time could be included by utilizing ane factor on 
the right side of Equation 4.50, however, as long as (x - L^^)/U > T, 
the bubble formation delay can be neglected. 
A specific expression for the power to void transfer function can 
then be determined for the case of uniform steam velocity and axial 
flux distribution of the form D(x) = FABC • e^  • sin(bx + c). A 
summation of several weighted flux shapes would then approximate the 
typical distributions found in BWR's [10, 43]. Equation 4.50 then 
becomes 
PV(s) = FABC 
L-H -U V f - f  
ÏÏ Î • sin(bx' +c) • e dxV 
4.51 nb ' "nb 
Expanding sin(bx + c) to sin(bx) • cos (c) + cos (bx) • sin(c) then 
utilizing integration formulas [52] the following equation results. 
where 
FABC 'f-H • [#'^ 3 
L-H -U V + b2 
f. 4.52 
Ji -
cos (e^  ^• [a • sin(bL) -b*cos(bL)] - e^ ^^  • [a • sin(bL , ) 
-b cos(bL^ j^ )]j + sin(c) j^ aL ^  
no 
a +b 
+ b • sin(bL)] - e^ ^^  • [a^  cos(bL^ )^ +b • sin(bL^ )^]| 
45 
J; = [a • cos(c)+b. sln(:c)j. |^ aL[  ^
- - [a • sin(bL^ )^ -b • cos(bL^ )]| 
+ [listo£hb^ ç=siêj. |,aL . 
- • [a • cos(bL^ )^ + b • sin(bL^ )^]| 
3^  = 1^  • • [cos(c)» sin(bL^ )^ - sin (c) • cos(bL^ )^] 
J^  = L^  ' ja . [cos(c) • sin(bL^ )^ - sin (c)* cos(bL^ )^] 
- b * [cos(c) • cos(bL^ )^ - sin(c)* sin(bL^ )^]| . 
The power to void transfer function approaches a constant at a 
lew frequency and decreases at 20 dB per decade in the high frequency 
range. This suggests the use of a single time constant to approximate 
this transfer function. However, in the mid frequency range of 0.1 
to 10. Hz, a more exact description of the void behavior is needed 
to explain the noise measurements observed in in-core detectors. The 
shape of the power to void transfer function is dependent on the as­
sumed steady state axial flux shape. The magnitude of this transfer 
function is plotted for several different axial power distributions 
cases in Figures 4.2 and 4.5. It is observed that for a sin(Tix/L) 
shape, a sharp resonance peak occurs at a frequency of U/2L Hz. This 
frequency corresponds to the coolant residence time which is equivalent 
to one-half of a power oscillation (see Appendix F). Behavior of this 
type is expected in PV (s) since the denominator goes to zero at that 
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frequency. However, the numerator also goes to zero at f =U/2L (U)=UTT/L), 
and the peak in PV(s) reaches a finite value at that frequency. 
As the "damping" parameter, |a|, is increased, representing a flux 
distribution skewed up for |a| negative, the resonant peak is broadened 
in shape and reduced in magnitude. As the flux shape is flattened, 
by letting a = 0, b 0, and c = Tr/2, the peak moves to lower 
frequencies in the power to void transfer function. The input to IV(s) 
is heat/unit time, thus to obtain the total void response the variation 
in the total heat delivered to the boiling region should be considered 
as input. 
The power to void transfer function behavior is important to the 
detector response in two ways. First, the change in voids acts to 
change the reactivity state of the reactor and in turn the reactor 
power level. Second, the change in voids also perturbs the neutron 
flux by modifying the thermalization properties of the water near 
khe detector. 
4. Power to boundary 
The effect of power variations in the heat source on changes in 
the boiling boundary is considered in this section. Bie transfer 
function associated with heat transfer to the coolant is obviously 
similar to the boiling region. The difference in the two transfer 
functions occurs because of the difference in the heat transfer 
coefficient in the boiling and nonboiling regions. 
The heat supplied to the channel in the nonboiling region brings 
subcooled water to the saturation temperature at the boiling boundary. 
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The recirculation water returned to the core inlet mixing plenum by 
the jet pump system is assumed to be at saturation. This assumption 
neglects heat lost or gained in the recirculation system. The change 
in enthalpy along the channel is then viewed as a change in feedwater 
enthalpy from the inlet up to the boiling boundary. All the heat 
input into the nonboiling region is added to increase the temperature 
of the mixed inlet water to the saturation temperature. Since additional 
heat to the already saturated recirculation water would cause boiling, 
the recirculation water enthalpy is viewed as a constant until the 
feedwater enthalpy equals that of the recirculation water at the boiling 
boundary. Thus the boiling boundary is defined as the channel height 
where the total heat input equals the amount of heat required to in­
crease the feedwater enthalpy to the saturation condition. A simple 
boiling channel model is shown in Figure 4.3. Mathematically this can 
be determined from the heat balance equation for two phase flow which is 
, aCPsAsHs + "vV») , .. 
& ST— ïi 9 
In the nonboiling region A^  = 0 (no steam), A^  = A^ , and ô/ôt = 0 
for steady state condition, hence Equation 4.53 becomes 
à 
ôx p H A w| = Q°(x). [Btu/s-L] 4.54 W W W  } 
Let = p A W° and boiling begins at x = L , , where the saturation 
rw w w no 
enthalpy at is Hence, the boiling boundary is determined by 
solving Equation 4.54 as 
A" o 
^fw^w ' ®fw^ " I Q Btu/s. 4.55 
Jc\ 
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In the case of a sinusoidal flux distribution Equation 4.55 becomes 
, . L „.-l (Q° - - "fw>l 
~ — I ~ I 
I Q" ; 
For small changes in the power, with feedwater heat input to the 
channel held constant, changes in enthalpy as a function of position 
occur. The incremental form of Equation 4.53 becomes 
~ h(x, C) + h(x, t) = . 4.57 ÔX at 
By performing a Laplace transformation with respect to time, utilizing 
s/W° X  
an integrating factor e , and noting that h(0, t) = 0, for 
constant feedwater inlet enthalpy. Equation 4.57 is solved for h(x, s) 
to obtain x 
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•><*. 
rw /: D(x')e dx'. 4.58 
Small changes in the enthalpy at the boiling boundary give rise to 
fluctuations in the position of the boiling boundary. In Figure 4.4 
channel position is plotted as a function of enthalpy for small 
changes in the power level. A new rate of enthalpy change is established 
as a result of power change. Since is constant for a constant 
pressure, the change in power level is reflected as a small change in 
the boiling boundary. 
H°(L,+AL,) is a variable enthalpy about the steady state 
point The incremental quantity h(l^  ^+ is the small 
change in H (L^ y). Thus 
Imb + 
ALhb(t) 
L 
nb 
i 
m 
o 
a 
L 
Q - Aq 
Enthalpy 
Figure 4.4. Boiling boundary shifts arising from nonboiling region 
power changes 
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«w = + ^ nb) + ^(^ nb + ^nb^  
= «°<^ nb - A^ nb) + hf^ nb " ^ n^b^ ' 4.59 
'^ °(^ nb + ^ nb) '^<^ nb^ n^b>-^ °(^ nb>  ^
dx - -"^r 
M. 
= ;%— (H'C'nb + ^ nb> - «°(^ nb)> .^61 
 ^( nb^  
f^w 
A:hb(t) = -Z;:--: (- h(Itb + ALdb)). 4.62 
 ^( nb' 
Substituting Equation 4.62 into Equation 4.58 at the boiling boundary 
yields 
4.63 
When D(x) = F ABC * e^  * sin(bx + c) 
Equation 4.63 is the power to boiling boundary transfer function. 
[
?B(E) = " 3~ • sir.(bx+c)S " ' ' dx' . 
q°(^ .b)-Uo 
4.64 
Utilizing integration formulas [52] the power to boundary transfer 
function becomes 
j' - — L ] 
- F-ABC • {K + sF + (K, + sK )e  ^
where 
e&^ nb 
K, = —-— [cos(c) • sin(bL , ) + sin c • cos(bL , )] i w no nb 
52 
= cos(c) • . sin(bL^ )^ - b • cos(bL^ )^] 
+ sin(c) - • [a • cos(bL^ )^ + b • sin(bL^ )] 
_ sin(c) 
3 w 
= cos(c) • b + sin(c)* a. 
In the case of a sinusoidal distribution. Kg = 0, = b, = sin(b»L 
Kg = - b-cos(b-L^ )^, and FABC = Tr/2. However, for the cases tested 
this transfer function was found to have behaved approximately as a 
simple single time constant transfer function with a single break 
frequency. As shown in Figure 4.5 the break frequency for this 
transfer function occurs at 1.0 Hz. However, a modification to the 
single time constant behavior occurs at about 2.5 Hz. This leveling 
in magnitude is attributed to the increase in gain from the delay 
given in Appendix F, Power distribution changes due to the "a" 
parameter had little effect on the frequency dependent shape of 
this transfer function. 
5. Boundary to void 
Fluctuations in the boiling boundary give rise to changes in the 
total void fraction. A relationship between the boiling boundary 
and the weighted void fraction is needed to complete the void feed­
back loop. As before, let (t - t^ ) be the boundary shift at 
when Tjj is zero. In this model then represents the time for the 
void perturbation to reach a new position up the channel with the 
An example of this behavior is 
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delay time T^ . When the wave reaches the channel top steady state is 
reached. The amplitude of steam cross section change at the boiling 
boundary, or any position x arising from a power change in the non-
boiling region, is proportional to a change in the boundary position. 
Ba^  
Equation 4.45 with = 0 for the steady state condition before and after 
a change in the boiling boundary gives 
Agfx) = . 4.65 
V  
Solution of Equation 4.65 for A (x) yields 
/ 
s 
X  
A &[) = I Q(x)dx. 4.66 
Evaluating Equation 4.66 for x = L , - AL , (t) yields 
tiD nb 
QCL^ h) 
%^ nb<^ » = - —T • n^b(") * 4.67 
V 
at the boiling boundary. The perturbation front proceeds up the 
channel with a velocity U°, and the time required to reach a new posi­
tion X, in the interval to L is T^ . At any position x the change 
in steam cross section becomes 
Q(L b^  
a  ( x (t)) — • AL. (t - T  )• UCt- T  ), 4.68 
H U i  X  where x^ ~ I and ~ ^  * 4.69 
The void response resulting from changes in L , is then given as 
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V(x(t)) = 
V(x(t)) = 
i  
s. 
x(t) 
nb 
x(t) 
"nb 
ag(x')dx'; T < T X — s 4.70 
x' -L 
nb )dx' 
H U 
V 
U U 
4.71 
Use of the Laplace transformation on Equation 4.71 yields 
,x(t) 
V(x(s)) = 1 e 
'o r - 1  
x' -L 
U(t  ^° )dx'dt. 4.72 
Rearrangement of Equation 4.72 gives 
,x(s) 
and 
V(x(s)) = - L  " i  :• -L 
n(t 'dt. 
dx- • I AL^ (t g nb> 
U 
nrr \ 
V(x(s)) = -
V '1 
dx' • [AL , (s) • e 
nb 
x'-L , 
4.73 
] ,  
nb 
Q(L , ) 
V(X(S)) = -—^' ; 
u 
H U 
V U 
x(s) 
nb 
4.74 
4.75 
Thus Thus the void perturbation up to x arising frcm a shift in the 
boiling boundary is expressed as 
-ST, V(x(s)) _ '^ ^^ nb^  Fl -
H, ' L = J • 4.76 
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In the feedback loop the change in total void volume changes the 
reactivity state. Since the core residence time is limited to L^ /U° = T^ , 
Equation 4.76 is written as 
s 
4.77 
The notation used for this transfer function in the block diagrams is 
Equation 4.78 represents the total void response in the active core 
length to a change in the position of the boiling boundary. The feed­
back effect of the voids is more pronounced in the core center where the 
flux density is highest rather than near the core boundary. A weighting 
the variation in the void worth along the channel. Another method 
is to adjust the magnitude of the feedback coefficient itself, to 
The behavior of this transfer function is described in Appendix F, 
and shown in Figure F.l. Delay functions of this type appear in several 
other transfer functions, namely power to void, power to boundary, 
and power to water temperature. 
6. Coolant temperature 
Reactor power variations produce local temperature fluctuations in 
the nonboiling region. Consider a heat balance for a differential 
4.78 
function could be used in conjunction with U(t - t^ ) to account for 
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volume of fluid at a position x along the nonboiling section of the 
channel. Heat into the volume equals heat out of the volume plus heat 
stored in the volume. Heat into the differential volume arises from 
heat delivered by the fuel element plus heat transported into the 
volume by the coolant. This heat balance is described by Equation 4.79 
ÔT 
Q(x, c)+M^ CpT„(x, t)=M^ Cp(T^ (x)+^ dx) 
[Btu/s], 4.79 
Assuming that c = c , linearizing the variables Q, M , and T , and 
p  p  W W  
neglecting second order terms Equation 4.79 becomes 
, m ÔT Ô6T P A 
w p w w 
m^  \ 
For constant flow rate = 0, and noting that .= W, it follows 
that 
q(x, t) _ , 1 ^  
n c ox 
w p 
Equation 4.81 is solved by performing a Laplace transformation with 
zero initial conditions on the time variable, then utilizing an 
w/^  integrating factor e to solve the resulting first order equation 
in X 
w p 
4.82 
yields 
Ofx) f ax i ÔT^ ,(x, s) \ I FABC • e sinCbx + c) • e dx' 
J n  
w ^ M c L 
* P "*0 4.83 
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where FABC • e^ * • sin(bx + c) is introduced as the spatially dependent 
weighting function describing the axial flux shape. The change in 
water tenperature arising from variations in the power delivered to the 
coolant then becomes 
6T^ (x, s) 
= -r-
Q(s) M^ CpL 
-fx 
sK^ +Kg+e (SK^ +K^ ) 
4.84 
where 
ax 
e K. = • [cos(c) * sin(bx) + sin(c) • cos(bx)l, i w 
= e**[a • cos(c) • sin(bx) + a • sin(c) • cos(bx), 
+ b • sin(c) * sin(bx) - b • cos(c) • cos(bx)], 
K3 = , and 
= a • sin(c) + b • cos(c). 
EH^ (s), the temperature feedback transfer function, is determined 
from cl(|uâuiort 4«S4 by lëttxng x — « This sssuzcs that the ncn-
boiling region power changes cause changes in the coolant temperature, 
but in the boiling region the coolant temperature is constant and the 
fluctuations in reactor power level cause void changes. The coolant 
tesçerature feedback function then includes flux shape parameters, 
water velocity, and a time delay function which accounts for the water 
transit time in the nonboiling section. PH^ (s) has the same form as 
the power to boundary transfer function, but differs in the magnitude 
of the gain constant. The previously derived transfer functions are 
combined to form the BWR feedback model for inherent reactivity driving 
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forces. The process transfer functions are summarized in Table 4.1. 
A block diagram is presented in Figure 4.6 which shows the combination 
of these transfer functions into the closed loop reactor transfer function, and 
the reactivity to power frequency response is displayed in Figure 4.7. 
Table 4.1. Summary of transfer functions in the feedback model 
I. Fuel temperature feedback 
Form 
WFt/h'Pf 
®fnb^ ®^  ~ 1 + STfnb 
n^b/^ "Pf 
" 1 + ST fb 
Units 
Of 
Btu/s • fuel pin 
°F 
Btu/s • fuel pin 
II. Water temperature feedback 
W P 
sK^ +K^  + e 
1 T  
W nb (sK^ +K^ ) 
Btu/s 
IIIo Void feedback loops 
V 
U + 
ih 
Btu/s 
B. (1) PB(s) = - FABC 
Q (Inb)'L 
KJ S^+K2+ (K2S+K^ )e 
4 L . _ 
w no 
,2 + b: + + (1): 
ft 
Btu/ s 
(2) BV(s) = -
H 
-s 
1 - e 
S 
u ff 
ft 
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B. Noise Sources 
1, Noise sources for other models 
The identification of noise sources leading to neutron fluctua­
tions has been the goal of many reactor noise investigations. Cohn [27] 
was one of the first to identify the fission chain related noise found 
in zero power reactors. However, as soon as feedback reactivities 
become important this source is dominated by reactivity related noise 
and becomes insignificant [3]. 
An inherent reactivity noise source was postulated in Nomura's 
[15] model noting that discrete quantities of heat are required to 
form each bubble during void formation. The randomness of this process 
then gives rise to reactivity fluctuations through variations in the 
void fraction, pressure, and tecqperature. The resulting reactivity 
change then drives the closed loop BWR transfer function, thus neglecting 
the feedback void and temperature changes as a driving force. 
Selfritz [19] presented a development of a reactivity noise source 
arising from fluctuations in the coolant flow. Flow variations were 
assumed to modify the heat transfer coefficient defined by Equation 4.27. 
A control system approach was used to determine the various transfer 
functions and feedback paths needed to relate the coolant velocity 
oscillation to changes in the fuel and coolant temperature. A reactivity 
driving function then resulted when the appropriate temperature feed­
back coefficients were utilized. 
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2. Noise sources for this model 
Two sources, similar to bubble generation and coolant flow 
fluctuation, are considered in this model. Coolant coming into a 
reactor contains an amount of heat per unit volume. This heat input 
to the reactor is viewed as a random variable when the reactor is 
operating at steady state. The randomness of the heat input results 
frcm inherent variations of the plant coolant system, such as changes 
in the condenser flow or temperature, vibrations in the feedwater pumps, 
nonstatic turbine conditions, and even control system set point changes 
[42]. The combination of plant fluctuations under steady state condi­
tions then produces heat variation contained in elements of water 
entering the reactor core. As these water elements enter the heated 
channel, the heat needed to increase water temperature to saturation 
conditions varies slightly for each water element. This is viewed as 
a "white" noise source which is distributed along the channel with the 
same distribution function as the heat source in the nonboiling region. 
Specific anomalies in the external reactor system are expected to change 
the spectral content of this noise source. The source is introduced 
in the model at a summing junction with the heat supplied from the 
reactor core as a result of the fission process. This source is 
similar to Seifritz's except that it appears as a heat source rather 
than oscillations of the coolant velocity. This white noise heat 
source is denoted as AH. 
A second noise source is considered in the boiling region. 
Bubble formation in a heated channel takes place in an individual way. 
The amount of wetted surface and the bubble size at detachment are 
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examples of variable parameters encountered during bubble formation [51]. 
In the case of saturated water, the amount of heat required to form a 
unit steam bubble would be a constant. However, the difference in local 
wetted surface for a unit bubble size gives rise to large variations in 
the heat transfer coefficient. The large variation in the local heat 
transfer coefficient varies the local rate at which heat enters a 
particular bubble. Thus, variation in heat addition rate is viewed as 
a noise source with a spatial distribution function equivalent to the 
power distribution in the boiling region. This source is then identical 
in form to Nomura's heat noise source. However, by introduction of the 
source at a summing junction its magnitude can be compared with fission 
power oscillations appearing in the coolant, accounting for the feedback 
through the reactor for this source. The spectral content of this 
source is assumed white in the frequency range of interest to simplify 
the analysis. This bubble formation source is denoted as AP. 
Figure 4.9 shows how the noise sources are introduced into the total 
model. This model, driven by the two sources, results in a detector 
response which is a function of the position of the detector, the 
initial operating point, and operating parameters affecting the 
individual transfer function behavior. 
C. Detection Model 
Many types of neutron detectors have been used to monitor the 
neutron flux in power reactors. The choice of neutron detector size, 
seiioitivity, and location are important factors in determining the type 
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of measurements that can be made. Host of the neutron noise analysis 
has been done using detectors located outside the vessel. However, the 
recent development of small self-powered detectors which can be located 
inside the core opens the possibility of monitoring the spatial neutron 
noise behavior. "Die small size allows for movement within the core, 
and the high sensitivity reduces the need for bulky detectors having 
a large perturbation on the local neutron density. The time constants 
are sufficiently short so that they can be used for noise measurements. 
The void effect on the thermal neutrons is considered as an 
important contribution to neutron fluctuations observed by the detector. 
Thie [16] called this portion of the detector signal "thermalization 
noise." Rothman [37] modeled the local void effect on detector 
response by considering the multi-energy group diffusion equations 
perturbed by changes in the local void fraction around the detector. 
He concluded that the fluctuation in neutron population is related, 
by a simple constant, to changes in the void fraction near the detector. 
He simplified the problem by considering a steady state condition in 
which the voidage fluctuations followed Poisson statistics, and second 
order products were neglected. Based on Rothman's thermalization 
development, it is assumed that the detectors respond to changes in 
the local void fraction in addition to the variations in fission power. 
1. Power response 
For the space independent model, changes in reactor power are 
proportional to changes in the neutron density. A cause of fluctua­
tion in the detector signal stems from variations in the power level 
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causing changes in the thermal flux at a detector location. The 
ançlitude of the variation in signal current driven by power changes 
is proportional to the steady state current to reactor power ratio. 
The movement of the detector to various positions along the channel 
changes the steady state current in proportion to the thermal flux 
available at the detector location. The use of an efficiency factor 
allows the model to account for the spatially dependent power to 
flux ratios. 
EPl = (~) X RPF X APF. 4.84 
The radial (RPF) and axial (APF) peaking factors are determined 
by the ratio of the steady state thermal flux at any position in the 
reactor to the average flux. The average flux is simply determined 
by [46] 
 ^ Power level (watts) 
3.7E13 • w(lbs Uggg) • Gg (effective fission cross section) 
4.85 
For the DAEC BWR at the being of core life Equation 4.85 becomes 
» ° 3.7E13 . 2,42-24 ° 4.86 
For a small change in power level of 1 Btu/s compared to the operating 
level of 1.5 E6 Btu/s, the change in average thermal flux would be 
2 3.35E7 n/cm "S. Hie value of the efficiency factor then becomes 
EPl = 3.35E7 • RPF(r) • APF(x) • • 4.87 
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2. Void thermalization response 
The change in neutron density arising from changes in the local void 
fraction are treated in a slightly different manner. Since local 
fluctuations in the neutron density are proportional to the variation 
in the void fraction, consider the axial dependent parameter a^ (x, s) 
as proportional to the neutron flux variation [37]. Two processes 
affect variation in a^ Cx, s), direct power to void variations and 
changes in the boiling boundary. From Equation 4.49 
FABC 
q(s) U-L-Hy ' ® 
•5- t L  a^x _ sin(bx' + c)dx'. 4.88 
After integration and combination of terms. Equation 4.88 becomes 
a^ (x, s) 
FABC • e 
A -L-H'U 
s V 
ax Kg (x) + sKg (x) + e'ST (K^  + sKg) 
4.89 
q(s) 
which is called PA2(x, s) in the model, where 
K^ (x)=cos(c) • |a*[sin(bx) -e -sinCbL^ j^ )] 
- b[cos(bx)-e -cos <bL^ )^iJ 
Kg(x) = ^  • [ sin (bx) • cos (c)+ cos (bx) • sin(c)] 
Ky = cos(c)[a • sin(bL^ )^-b cos(bL^ )^] 
+ sin(c) • [a • cos(bL^ )^ + b sin(bL^ )^] 
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Kg = ^  ' [sin(bL^ )^ • cos(c) - sin(c) • cos(bL^ )^] 
" - \b 
•'x = —5— 
The detector located at x then responds in part to changes in the 
local void fraction caused by power fluctuations through the PA2(s) 
transfer function. 
Another path leading to changes in the local void fraction at the 
detector position stems from changes in the boiling boundary. Laplace 
transforming Equation 4.68 for a step input of and considering 
the delay function response of a (x, s) based on position x yields 
nb V 
where = (x - L^ )/U, the time for the wave front to reach the posi­
tion X. The local void fraction response due to changes in the boiling 
boundary becomes 
BA2(s) = - e. 4.91 
'^ v" ™s 
Since linear processes are considered, the outputs of PA2(s) and BA2(s) 
can be summed to give the total change in the local void fraction at x 
affecting the detector response. 
3. Combined response 
The detector response model assumes that the detector current 
fluctuations are directly proportional to local flux fluctuations 
near the detector. In this model these variations in flux arise from 
two sources: (1) power changes, and (2) void fluctuations. The 
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void fluctuations are space dependent in the axial direction due to the 
transfer function behavior. The block diagram in Figure 4.8 depicts 
the detector response model where the efficiencies EPl and EP2 relate 
the magnitude of detector fluctuations due to local void fraction 
changes and to variations in the fission power level. The examples 
presented in Appendix D can be used to estimate the values of EPl(x) 
and EP2(x) for specified locations along the channel. The values used 
in this model are the result of simple calculations, and neglect the 
change in the ratio of fast to thermal flux along the voided channel, 
except for method 3. Assuming the void fluctuations and power response 
are uncorrelated, the power spectral density of the detector current is 
proportional to 
(x, cu) = 1eP1(x)|^  ^(œ) + |EP2(x)|^  ^(x, m), 4.92 Qu nn w 
where ^  (cu) is the PSD of neutron fluctuation arising from power 
nn 
changes, and (m) in the PSD of void fluctuations arising from 
bubble generation. Equation 4.92 compares to Equation E.7 for high 
power noise models. To simplify the model, the values of EP2(x) 
and EPl (x) are normalized to the value of EP2 at 6.0 feet. The model 
detector response signature then becomes 
—- —_ — * * ! 2 I _—— • ' 2 
M-^ dCx, œ) = EP2(6) ^ n n ( « " )  +  »)' 4.93 
where the relative units are proportional to the neutron flux at the 
detector location. The detector response model is given in Figure 4.8. 
Figure 4.9 shows the total noise model with white noise input sources, 
reactor feedback and the detector position model. 
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Boiling boundary 
fluctuations 
arising from 
coolant heat 
variations 
Power fluctua­
tions in 
boiling region 
BAl(x, s) 
PA2(x, s) 
Local void response 
at detector position x 
J EP2 } 
Reactor fission power 
Detector 
response at x, 
to thermal 
flux 
BAl(x, s) = -
V c 
, FABC-e^  (K,+A 
» A -T TT-TT « O O O PA2(x,
8' 
A .L'H'U 
c V + ï r  s  +  
EPl = change in neutron flux to a change in power level 
EP2 = change in thermal flux due to a change in local void 
content 
Figure 4.8. Detector response model 
PH (s) 
Dashed lines represent 
the detection model 
BA2(x, 8)1 
BV(s) PB(s) 
G(s) 
PV(8) EP2(x) 
PA2(x, s) 
EPl(x) 
Figure 4.9. Block diagram of BWR noise model driven by AH and Ap leading to the detector responses 
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V. METHOD OF MODEL ANALYSIS 
The purpose of this chapter is to explain the analytical techniques 
used in analyzing the noise model developed in Chapter IV. A digital 
computer program, Nlfi}D, vas written to utilize key reactor input data 
to solve for the initial quiescent operating conditions of the 
reactor [11, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56]. Based on these conditions, the constants 
in all of the transfer functions are found. Then, the frequency 
response of individual transfer functions, combination transfer 
functions relating input to output, and finally the weighted detector 
responses are calculated in the program. The description of a 
transfer function in NMOD includes frequency, magnitude, real part, 
imaginary part, phase angle, and square modulus. 
A. Simplification of Block Diagrams 
The combined noise input to the detector response is considered 
as a linear system with multiple inputs and outputs. Using block 
diagram identities found in linear system analysis texts [57, 58, 59], 
the model is simplified so that each input to output path is 
identified with all feedback loops included. Figures 5.1 throu^  5.4 
StiOw the simplified xnput to output for each source and detector 
response. At each frequency of interest, individual transfer functions 
are combined to obtain the total response. To combine the transmission 
paths, an estimate of the relative weights of the two source strengths 
is made so that the paths leading to the detector inputs may be 
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combined, resulting in the total detector response. The procedures 
are based on the input-output theory presented in Appendix B. 
Figure 4.6 represents the reactor model with reactivity as the 
driving force. The total feedback loop transfer function, H^ (s), 
results from the products of transfer functions in each feedback 
loop times the appropriate feedback coefficient. The open loop 
reactor transfer function then becomes the product of G^ C^s) = 
G(s) • H^ (s), and the closed loop reactor transfer function is 
G^ (^s) = G(s)/1.-G^ p(s). 
From the model developed in Chapter IV the transmission path 
from each input to its detector output is determined. The boiling 
source to fission power source (TDPEl) is given in Figure 5.1. 
This is similar to Nomura's [15] model except that the direct pressure 
effects and fuel temperature changes arising from the void generation 
have been neglected. The output unit considered in this model for 
this transfer function is Btu/s. 
Figure 5.2 shows the feedback system representing the boiling 
source to direct void effects (TDEP2) on the detector, and includes 
the "feedback" of fission power changes at the noise source input 
summing junction. The output unit here is a change in void fraction. 
The subcocled heat source to reactor poser transmission path 
(TDHEl) is shown in Figure 5.3. This source has two feedback paths 
leading to power effects, the change in water temperature, and the 
change in void. This loop is similar to Seifritz's model [19] for 
fluctuating coolant flow. The output unit for this path is Btu/s. 
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EPI 
IV 
1 
I 
TDPEl = PV(uj) • Q?^  * G^ (^m) 
Figure 5.1. Transmission path from the boiling noise source to the 
detector efficiency for fission power changes 
The final path considered is the direct effect of the subcooled 
source on the void fraction (TDHE2). Figure 5.4 shows the block 
diagram used to calculate this transmission path, including the feed­
back from the reactor. The output unit is a change in void fraction. 
The next step is to determine a weighting factor for each source. 
The ratio of AP/AH was picked as 5. which is approximately the 
fraction of power delivered to the boiling region compared to the 
fraction in the nonboiling region (4.46 for the base case). The 
efficiency for the detector response to power oscillations compared 
to void fluctuations is also needed to determine the total 
response. Three weighting methods were tried based on the information 
in Appendix D. The detector response transfer function BA2(x, s), 
PA2(x, s), EP2(x), and EPl(x) are the spatially dependent transfer 
functions for different detector locations. 
The important parameters considered in this study deal with 
flux shape, core water velocity as determined by an operating map. 
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6P 
a 
PTNB PB 
EP2 
BA2 
TDPE2 = PA2(x, cu)(l + PV(u)) • • PTB(uj)) 
+ PV(œ) * Qf^  • G^ j^ (uj) • rTSB(uj) • rB(<u) • BA2(x, uu) 
Figure 5.2. Transmission path from the boiling noise source to the 
detector efficiency for void variations 
magnitudes of inherent feedback coefficients, relative weight of noise 
sources, weight of detector noise response to both thermalization 
noise and power fluctuations, and detector position in the channel. 
A base case is used to demonstrate the general conditions expected in 
the detector behavior at three locations in the channel. Parameter 
variation from the base case demonstrates the effect of this change 
on the detector response. Analogous changes in measured PSD's from 
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EPI 
PB BV 
TDHEl = (PH (œ) • a + PB (œ) • BV((i)) • a„ • (m) 
W W  V  C i  
Figure 5.3. The transmission path for variations in the nonboiling 
heat source to the detector efficiency for fission power 
changes 
actual reactors may be attributed to changes in the value of that 
parameter. 
This zodel provides information about the effect of internal 
parameters on the behavior of PSD's. External reactivity driving 
functions such as control rod vibration, are not considered in this 
model, but would appear in the spectrum as a spike at a frequency 
related to the vibrational mode [2, 60, 61, 62]. 
B. Description of NMOD 
NMOD (Noise Model) is a digital computer program written to 
describe the in-core neutron detector response to two white noise 
heat sources. The program uses reactor dimensions, operating conditions. 
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PB 
PTE 
o  
PB BV 
EP2 BA2 
PA2 
TDHE2 = PB (eu) * BA2(x, tu) + G^ (^u)) • 
PH (m) . a + PB(u)) • BV(u)) * a • PTB(cu) • PA2(x, (u) 
w w V 
+ PTNB (m) • PB(tB) • BA2(x, cd) 
Figure 5.4. The transmission path for changes in the nonboiling noise 
source leading to the detector response to void variations 
and operating coefficients to calculate the steady state constants and 
gains required for the model transfer functions. The program calculates 
individual transfer functions as a function of frequency. The output. 
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based on the complex number at each frequency, includes real and 
imaginary parts, magnitude, phase, and the square modulus. 
Calculated results can then be plotted by subroutine GPLOT. 
Square modulus plots permit qualitative cong»arisons with PSD measure­
ments from operating reactors. Figure 5.5 explains the sequence of 
calculations in the program. A listing is also provided in 
Appendix G. 
The program flexibility allows for comparison of input data changes 
for each transfer function. Study of these transfer functions gives 
information about the operating conditions which can be observed with 
noise measurements in both steady state and changes of inherent 
conditions. Input data are presented in Tables 3.1, 6.1, and 6.2 
with a sample input included with the program printout in Appendix G. 
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Part 1. Initial conditions 
P^rogram start^  
(1) Read in steam-water properties at 
operating conditions 
(2) Read in physical reactor data and 
operating power 
Determine flow from operating map function 
I 
Calculate slip ratio, recirculation ratio, 
and steam velocity, based on desired core 
exit steam quality 
I 
Calculate steady state boiling boundary 
based on sinusoidal flux shape 
Calculate lumped parameter transfer 
function time constants and gains 
O^utput operating conditions and values j 
I for iumoed transfer functions r ( : I 
Figure 5.5. Flow diagram of NMOD 
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Part 2. Noise model calculations 
9 
Read flux shape parameters, feedback coef­
ficients, detector response factors, and 
source strength ratios 
Calculate normalization factors, output 
axial flux shape 
Determine new boiling boundary due to new 
flux shape 
Calculate transfer function constants based 
on steady state operating conditions 
Calculate the frequency dependent single 
unit transfer functions — output if needed 
Calculate the reactor feedback open and 
closed loop transfer functions — output if 
needed 
1 Combine into che path from source to j 
1 detector — output if needed | 
j Calculate detector r 
1 on input weighting f 
esponse functions based I 
unctions — output / 
/———\ 
Figure 5.5. (Continued) 
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VI. RESULTS 
A. series of test cases have been used to analyze the model behavior. 
Data used in the base case are based on expected normal steady state 
operating conditions of the DAEC BWR. Changes in various parameters 
are analyzed with the model, thus generating a library of detector 
response frequency signatures. The magnitude behavior of these 
signatures provides information which aids in the interpretation of 
actual frequency signatures from in-core neutron detectors. Data 
used in the base case are presented in Table 6.1, and steady state 
plant parameters are found in Table 3.1. Variations in the base 
case are listed in Table 6.2. 
A. Closed Loop Reactor Transfer Function 
The square modulus of the closed loop reactor transfer function 
for the base case is given in Figure 6.6. This is proportional 
to the signature of a detector responding to fission power changes 
resulting from a white noise reactivity driving function with all inherent 
noise sources zero. The closed loop transfer function, (G^ (^u))), 
is particularly sensitive to values of the reactivity feedback coef­
ficients. When the coefficients are zero, G^ j^ (aO becomes the zero 
power reactor transfer function (Figure 4.2). As the fuel temperature 
feedback loop gain (reactivity coefficient is increased, the 
effect is to reduce the low frequency gain. The published feedback 
coefficient is used here, since simple sinusoidal flux weighting is 
included in the derivation of (cu) and (cu). In the 
Table 6.1. Base case data 
Mathematical 
Fraction of full power 
Desired exit steam quality 
Radial peaking factor 
Flux shape parameter» 
Damping coefficient (1) a.*L 
(2) 2^*^  
Shape parameter (1) b^ *L 
(2) 2^*^  
Phase angle (1) 
(2) Cg 
Feedback coefficient» 
Fuel temperature 
Water temperature 
Void \ 
Ratio of boiling heat source 
to coolant inlet source AP/AH 
Computer 
Base case 
value Units 
FP 
CHIEl 
RPF 
0.9 
0.143 
1.4 
ADL(l) 
ADL(2) 
BSL(l) 
BSL(2) 
CB(1) 
CB(2) 
+ 3.0 
- 3.0 
3.14 
3.14 
0 
0 
Radians 
Radians 
Radians 
Radians 
ALF 
ALW 
ALV 
PDH 
- 0.98E-5 
- 5.8E-5 
- 1.035E-4 
5.0 
Ak/k/op 
Ak/k/op 
Ak/k/ft-
Btu/s 
Btu/s 
Table 6.1. (Continued) 
Mathematical Computer 
Base case 
value Units 
Detector efficiency for power 
flux 
EPl EPl (3) 
EPl (6) 
EPl(9) 
1.58E-6 
2.2E-6 
1.58E-6 
Normalized 
flux units 
Btu/s 
Detector efficiency for void 
thermalizatlon flvix 
EP2 EP2(3) 
EP2 (6) 
EP2(9) 
- 2.75 
- 1.0 
- 0.3 
Normalized 
flux units 
ft^  
Detector location X XI 3 
6 
9 
ft 
ft 
ft 
Intermediate calculated 
parameters of importance 
Water velocity W* W 6.072 ft/s 
Steam velocity U°(L) U 6.241 ft/s 
Boiling boundary \b MB 2.96 ft 
Boiling fuel time constant Tfb TAUFB 6.446 s 
Nonboiling fuel time constant Tfnb TAUFNB 7.233 s 
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Table 6.2. Study case variations from base condition 
Study Base case 
case Parameters modified value New value 
Intermediate 
values 
1 
2 
PDH 5.0 0.5 No change 
FP 0.9 0.75 Lab = 2.70 ft 
WO = 4.37 ft/s 
UO(L) = 4.745 ft/s 
Tf. = 6.45 
"fnb = 7.48 
EPl, EP2 for each 
detector position 
Based 
Table 
(1) 
on 
D.l 
Based 
Table 
(2) 
on 
D.l 
No change 
ADL(l) (WET(l)) + 3.0 (0.5) + 4.0 (1.0) "'•nb = 5-94 
ADL(2) (WET (2)) - 3.0 (0.5) 0 (0) 
ADL(l) (WET(l)) + 3.0 (0.5) - 4.0 (1.0) L , = 1.76 ft 
nb 
ADL(2) (WET (2)) - 3.0 (0.5) 0 (0) 
PDH 5.0 0.01 
ADL(l) + 3.0 + 4.0 n^b = 2.69 ft 
A2L(2) - 3.0 - 4.0 
ADL(l) + 3.0 + 4.0 \b = 2.69 ft 
ADL(2) - 3.0 - 4.0 
EPl, EP2 Based 
Table 
(1) 
on 
D.l 
Based 
Table 
(3) 
on 
D.l 
7À AP/AH 
7B AP/AH 
5. 
5. 
50. 
0.01 
= 2.69 
n^b =• 2-S9 
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frequency range 0.1 to 10. HE, the temperature feedback effects are 
small. 
The low frequency response of (m) up to 2.0 Hz is dominated by 
the power to void effects. The real part of the power to void transfer 
function, (PV(s)), changes sign and goes through magnitude oscillations 
while the imaginary part decreases slowly as frequency is increased. 
The transport lag function, 1. - 0.5e jw'0.63^  which causes this 
oscillatory type of behavior is presented in Figure F.l. When the 
real part of PV(s) becomes a large negative number relative to the 
imaginary part (approaches a 180° phase shift), reinforcement occurs 
in the feedback loop. This phenomenon is termed the hydrodynamic phase 
shift peak [10]. The peak characteristics of G^ (^a)), which have been 
measured in many BWR's, are then a function of axial power distribution, 
core flow velocity, and steam bubble residence time. Characteristics 
of the hydrodynamic peak in for the study case are presented 
in Table 6.3. 
The values of and used are taken as 50 percent of the pub­
lished values to account for flux weighting, since the worth of a 
void or temperature change is proportional to the flux distribution. 
Slight modifications to measured reactivity coefficient values can be 
used to fit the model dynamic behavior to the measured behavior of a 
particular system. In this model the total feedback is dominated 
by the power to void loop where is the feedback coefficient. 
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Table 6.3. Changes in hydrodynamic phase shift peak of the closed loop 
reactor transfer function (Gd (m)  for the study cases 
Peak magnitude Frequency bandwidth 
(Btu/s) Peak freq. (Hz) at 0.9 X peak magnitude 
Base case, 
1 and 2 
3.77E8 0.20 0.064 
Case 2 (B) 
power 0.75 
2.50E8 0.20 0.085 
Case 4 (D) 
a»L = 4.0 
4.33E8 0.17 0.058 
Case 5 
a*L = - 4.0 
3.64E8 0.24 0.062 
Case 6 and 7 
a*L = + 4.0 
4.70E8 0.19 0.045 
B. Summing Junction Response 
Reactivity driving forces arising from the "white" noise heat 
input sources appear as inputs to with a PSD equivalent to the 
square modulus of the transmission path transfer function. Since the 
noise sources are viewed as heat inputs, it is important to consider 
the heat from reactor power changes returned to the input point. 
The ratio of heat appearing at the summing junction from the reactor 
power fluctuations to the noise source heat input is very large around 
the 0.2 Hz position. The largest magnitude of the ratio is sligjhtly 
less than 2.0 for all cases. However, the magnitude of the real part 
is negative and cancels the input vector. Ihus for a unit input the 
resulting loop is stable by itself. This peak occurs at a frequency 
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of 0.2 Hz in the cases studied, and is viewed as the predominant PSD 
shaping factor in the low frequency range. The power response at the 
summing junction is increased by increasing the steady state power, 
moving the heat distribution from the top to the bottom of the core, 
and decreasing the power distribution dançing factor |a|. It is also 
proportional to the void feedback coefficient. At frequencies greater 
than .6 Hz, the reactor power response at the summing junction becomes 
negligible, and the boiling heat input source becomes identical to 
Nomura's model [15]. This means that the heat feedback from the 
reactor can be neglected at higher frequencies, 
C. Detector Response 
Now consider the characteristics of the detector response signatures. 
Examples of the curves for three detector locations are given in 
Figures 6.12 through 6.14. To aid in the interpretation of the 
results, the general characteristics of the detector response are 
considered. Figure 6.1 shows these characteristics and defines the 
terms used in the description of them. 
The shape of the first peak around 0.2 Hz appearing in the detector 
response curves results from the second order behavior of the denominators 
in the system transfer functions. Insight into the system behavior is 
gained by determining the natural frequency from the characteristic 
denominator of PV(s) [53]. When s^  + 2aUs + (a^  + b^ ) = s^  + 
2 / 2 2 2 ~  iQuci s + (u , the natural frequency m = \U (a + b ) = (6.24) • 
n n n 
"^ (0.25)^  + (3.14/12.)^  = 2.26 rad/s (0.359 Hz) for the base case. 
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First peak 
Inflection point 
First valley 
Second peak 
o >> 
Second valley 
fv, fp, fv. 
Frequency (Hz) 
Figure 6.1. General detector response signature defining terminology 
used in discussion of results 
Also, the damping ratio, C = a/"^ a^  + b^ = 0.25/"^ (0.25)^  + (0.26)^  
= 0.69. 
Because of the sums of axial power distribution functions, 
feedback loops, and multiple second order poles involved, the exact 
system damping ratio cannot be calculated. However, an effective 
damping factor is determined from the ratio of the peak frequency 
to the natural frequency. This damping factor is used to estimate 
the degree of hydrodynamic stability. Consider the following 
definitions : 
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Sketch of the detector response changes due to variations 
of axial power distribution parameter |a| 
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Utilizing these definitions, the peak value in the detector frequency 
spectrum, the core steam velocity, and flux shaping parameter used in 
each case, qualitative conclusions about the system stability can be 
made. When the values of e^2 zero the hydrodynandc 
stability is reduced. From Table 6.4 it can be seen that when the core 
power or the flux shape parameter | a| is reduced are also 
reduced. These qualitative results agree with the general core design 
criteria used by General Electric [10]. 
Information about the system behavior can also be determined from 
the second peak. This peak results from a delay function of the form 
described in Appendix F. In real systems the continued oscillations 
of the delay behavior are damped out due to the combination of slightly 
different steam transit times from each channel. The model enhances 
the oscillatory behavior by considering only one time constant for the 
entire region. Comparison of results indicates that a shift in the delay 
peak is proportional to a change in the steam bubble velocity. 
Comparisons of case 2 with the base case, indicates that the frequency 
of the second peak is directly proportional to the steam velocity, while 
the first peak ratio is proportional to the square of the steam velocity. 
This supports the idea that the first peak results from the second 
order denominator effect, while the second results from a transport 
•ST lag function of the form 1. - Ae , where T results from a distance 
divided by the operating steam bubble velocity. Change in the magnitude 
of Â, which is a function of power distribution shaping parameters and 
L , , can shift the peak value of this delay when combined with a second 
nb 
order denominator (illustrated in Figure F.l), In other cases studied 
Table 6,4. Detector response Information based on test case data 
Detector 
position 
ft 
fPl 
First 
peak 
Hz 
fvi 
First 
valley 
Hz 
fP2 
Second 
peak 
Hz 
fV2 
Second 
valley 
Hz 
fnl 
Hz 
fn2 
Hz 
e^l e^2 Ts 
s 
Tw 
s 
TX 
S 
Te 
s 
Base case 3 0.182 0.95 1.148 1.65 0.26 0.359 0.548 0.532 1.40 0.49 1.43 
6 0.182 1.65 1.99 3.8 0.47 0.46 
9 0.182 0.69 0.79 1.0 0.94 3.23 
Case 1 3 0.182 — mmm — 0.26 0.359 0.548 0.532 1.40 0.49 — — 
6 0.229 0.63 0.91 1.38 0.47 1.33 
9 0.208 0.69 0.91 1.38 0.94 1.45 
Case 2 3 0.158 0.75 0.03 1.25 0.197 0.359 1.95 0.61 0.06 2.00 
6 0.165 1.20 l.!il 2.40 0.604 0.52 0.70 0.84 
9 0.165 0.52 0.57 0.75 1.32 4.35 
Case 3 3 0.182 0.95 1.05 1.65 0.26 0.359 0.548 0.532 1.40 0.49 — 1.43 
6 0.182 1.65 1.90 2.29 0.47 1.56 
9 0.182 0.91 1.20 1.88 0.94 1.03 
Case 4 3 0.144 1.82 2.18 3.8 0.26 0.42 0.472 0.573 0.94 0.98 — 0.51 
6 0.144 1.82 1.9 4.7 0.01 0.35 
9 0.144 0.60 o.!):i 2.7 0.52 0.45 
Case 5 3 0.229 0.60 0.H7 1.2 0.26 0.42 0.244 0.476 1.59 0.29 0.19 1.67 
6 0.229 0.60 0.H7 1.2 0.66 1.67 
9 0.229 0.60 0.87 1.2 1.13 1.67 
Case 6 3 0.173 5.00 6.02 6.6 0.26 0.42 0.578 0.54 1.45 0.44 0.05 0.62 
6 0.173 0.91 1.25 2.18 0.52 0.78 
9 0.173 0.48 0.69 1.15 0.98 1.49 
Table 6.4. (Continued) 
fPl fvi fp2 fV2 
Detector First First Second Second 
position peak valley peak valley fnl fn2 (el (e2 8^ Tw Tx Te 
ft Hz Hz Hz Hz Hz Hz 8 s S s 
Case 7 3 0.173 5.50 8.7 0.26 0.42 0.578 0.54 1.45 0.44 0.05 
6 0.173 0.87 1.2 2.29 0.52 0.71 
9 0.173 1.38 1.73 2.18 0.98 1.25 
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Frequency 
Figure 6.3. Sketch of detector response changes due to changes in core 
bubble velocity (power). 
the simple relationship is not determined for change due to the changed 
parameters. Comparing the inflection points in the library of detector 
response signals with lower frequency peaks reveals that the first 
oscillation may appear elsewhere as an inflection in the detector 
response. This suggests an interaction between the various transport 
lags in the system. 
Six transport lags appear in the model from tiae transfer functions, 
PV(s), PB(s), BV(s), PH^ (s), BAl(s), and PA2(s). However, only three 
transport lag time constants appear, in PV(s) and BV(s), 
T = L ,/W in PB(s) and PH (s), and t " (x - L , )/U in BAl(s) and 
V nD w X no 
à 00 
g 
g-
« k 
4) 
•a 
3 4J 
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a 
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PA2(s) where x is the detector position in the channel. Although exact 
identification of the dominant time lag function causing the peak is 
difficult, a simple estimate can be made by use of Figure F.l and the 
frequency differences of the valley frequencies. The effective time 
lag is then 
- s. 
v^2 " ^ vl 
For the cases considered, the dominant time lag constant appears to 
be the steam transit time T^ , however, evidence of this dominance does 
not always appear at the same detector position. The position of the 
delay peak is very sensitive to the values of EPl, EP2, AP and AH. 
These are the parameters used to combine the various transmission path 
transfer functions. For any particular reactor these model parameters 
are not well known. Test cases were used to determine the detector 
response sensitivity to values of these parameters. Results indicate 
that space dependent changes in the detector response occur when 
EP1/EP2 < l.E-6. However, this space dependent sensitivity is also 
a function of the void feedback coefficient. Decreasing the magnitude 
of increases the upper limit on the sensitivity region. 
Another interesting phenomenon affecting the delay function 
valleys occurs at the 6 foot detector position. In several cases 
a large dip in the magnitude occurs at about 1. Hz, Similar behavior 
was experimentally observed by Seifritz [33]. Model data show this 
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to result from a cancellation of the detector void response with the 
power response at the middle core detector position. 
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Figure 6.4. Phase shift functional model to check cross power spectral 
density measurements (see Appendix C) 
Utilizing the results presented by Stegemann et al. [36], and 
repeated in Appendix C, the phase difference of the detector responses 
at various positions is considered here. The phase difference between 
detectors at different locations can be measured by cross correlation 
methods [13, 17]. Figure 6.5 displays behavior of this difference 
for the study cases. The equation line is based on the known steam 
velocity and the distance between detectors. For very low frequencies 
the phase difference follows the equation line in all cases where the 
detector responded partially to voids. However, the phase difference 
for the detector void response driven by AH, decreased in agreement 
with the phase lag equation for all frequencies. The phase difference 
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— response — 
Increase AH/Ap 
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Frequency (radians/s) 
Figure 6.5. Behavior of the phase difference of the detector response 
at different locations due to steam bubble velocity 
agreement for the detector outputs when driven by AP was less than 
1. Hz, although oscillations in the phase difference occurred at higher 
frequencies. The approach to a constant phase difference is emblematic 
of the space independent reactor model. A phase difference of zero 
would result if detectors responses only to the fission power changes 
in this model. The case studies indicate that the phase difference 
behavior is very sensitive to the values of EPl, EP2, P and H, as 
shown in Figure 6.5. Three detector response curves at each location 
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from case 7 are included as examples of the confined responses obtained 
with NMOD \Aien the detector response to both power and void fluctuations 
are considered. Five other signatures are included (Figures 6.7 through 
6.11) which represent the detector response at the upper position for 
each path leading to the detector model. These signatures result from 
case 7 with the detector location at 9 feet. The general characteristics 
in these signatures are similar to the other cases studied, and are 
presented to show the effect of each noise source on both the detector 
and fission power responses. The combination of these three inputs 
leads to the total detector response of Figure 6.14. 
Because of the sensitivity of the detector response signatures 
to the values of EPl and EP2, the overall response is best viewed as 
the combination of square modulus transmission transfer functions. 
The values of the weighting factors, ÛP, ÛH, EPl and EP2 are functions 
of various plant operating conditions and are not well known. However, 
the various transmission functions derived here point to the important 
experimental parameters to be considered during measurements, and can 
aid in the interpretation of PSD measurements. 
The model results do give insight into the performance of in-
core detectors. This knowledge provides a basis for the development 
of surveillance systems which utilize the information contained in 
fluctuating noise signals to monitor reactor parameters. Determina­
tion of changes in the behavior of each pararseter could then lead 
to the detection of anomalous conditicsis in the reactor system. 
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Reactor transfer 
function with feedback 
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Figure 6.6. Reactor feedback model (G^ j^ (tu)) [%/k ] 
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TDPE2 boiling source 
to detector response 
at 9 ft — case 7 
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Figure 6.10. Transmission path TDPE2 
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Detector response at 
3 ft — case 7 
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Figure 6.12. Typical combined detector response at 3 ft 
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Figure 6.13. Typical confined detector response at 6 ft 
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VII. CONCLUSIONS 
There exist a number of fluctuating variables in a BWR such as 
neutron flux, pressure, flow, void fraction, and temperature. As­
suming that the source of these fluctuations arises from stochastic 
variations in the heat input to the channel leads one to the realization 
that these fluctuations are not independent, but they are related in some 
manner to the transmission processes within a BWR core. Certain 
simplifying assumptions have been adopted in the development of a model 
of these processes in order to maintain physical meaning of the system 
parameters. This permits interpretation of the detector response in 
terms of the physical processes causing the noise. The results of 
the present model substantiate the experimental results presented by 
Seifritz [33] and Stegemann et al. [36]. However, the detector response 
due to voids should be increased relative to the power response in the 
model. This will increase the frequency range of agreement between 
the detectors' phase difference and the steam velocity time lag 
equation. 
The large neutron fluctuations in a BWR can be regarded as a merit 
rather than a detriment, since in actual practice, the reactor is 
very stable despite the presence of inherent disturbances which can 
affect reactivity. The fluctuating detector signal can then provide 
continuous information about the performance of the system without 
applying external disturbances. 
The important results of this investigation may be qualitatively 
summarized as follows: 
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1. It has been shown that space dependent shapes of neutron 
detector PSD's result partially from direct void effects on the in-
core detector response. This behavior is evident in the model even 
though the space independent reactor feedback model is used to 
describe reactor power changes. 
2. Two important inherent fluctuating heat sources have been 
identified for the frequency 0.1 to 10. Hz. These sources appear as 
changes in the heat delivered to the coolant. However, the relative 
magnitudes of the sources depends on the conditions of the particular 
reactor system under study. 
3. In-core detectors responding to void thermalization effects 
are good candidates for signal sources in a diagnostic surveillance 
system, since the auto power spectral densities from their signals 
contain system operating information. Two types of information can be 
determined from these signals. First, subtle changes in the normal 
PSD's give information about the reactor operating parameters which 
have been described in this work. Second, new frequency peaks ap­
pearing in the PSD's indicate the onset of anomalous reactivity 
conditions such as vibrating control rods, fuel elements, or 
structural material, which have been described elsewhere [1, 2, 28, 
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VIII. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
Considering the objective of developing an on-line surveillance 
system, the present work provides a basis for several projects which 
could lead to the design of such a system, 
1. Experimental work could be undertaken to verify the thermaliza-
tion response of in-core detectors. Since this behavior depends on 
the sensitivity ratio of fast to thermal neutron detectors, various 
detector materials should be studied. 
2. Experimental verification of the internal transfer functions 
existing within power plants should be carried out. Kerlin [63] has 
suggested methods of utilizing a multifrequency binary signal on input 
variables to measure system transfer functions. 
3. A multigroup neutron energy system could be utilized to study 
the void thermalization effect along the voided channel of a BWR. 
The shift in the neutron energy spectrum along the channel could be 
considered in details This would lead to better values or EF2(x)» 
4. Improvements in the model could be made by including random 
pressure effects. 
5. Anomalous reactivity inputs could be derived and the signatures 
of these inputs on the detector response could be modeled. 
6. Based on transfer functions presented in this work, a filtering 
algorithm [64 , 65] could be developed to estimate the time dependent 
variables from the modeled system. Such an algorithm could be used 
in a simple on-line monitoring system, by identifying changes in 
important variables, such as reactivity. 
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XI. APPENDIX A: 
DERIVATION OF THE FUNDAMENTAL EQUATION OF 
MODERATOR DYNAMICS 
It is the purpose of this Appendix to show how the coolant 
dynamics equation 
is derived. This is accomplished by applying the basic conservation 
equations to the reactor coolant channel configuration. 
First, consider the conservation of mass in a small volume 
along the coolant flow path shown in Figure A.l. 
V v 
A.l 
Ax 
Coolant 
channel 
/ t 
X 
w 
Figure A.l. The mass balance of coolant in a small volume of a 
coolant channel. 
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The rate coolant mass flows into the control volume equals the rate 
coolant mass leaves the control volume plus the mass stored in the 
control volume. 
+ dx) +|r (dM +dM ) 
s V \ s ÔX / I w ÔX / at w s 
A. 2 
where 
Mg = As(x, t) ' pg" U(x, t), dMg = Ag'p^ 'Ax 
and 
K "  O ' P g '  '  P w  '  
Substitution of these quantities into Equation Â.2 and solving 
for the time dependent term yields 
- [(AgPgAx + A p Ax)] '^3 
Dividing both sides by Ax gives 
& P^ +A^ p^ l +|j [A^ p^ n + A^ p^ wl = 0. A.4 
Equation A.4 is the continuity equation along any coolant channel, 
or cmnbination of coolant channels when A^  plus A^  is the total core 
cross sectional area. 
Next, apply the conservation of energy equation to the differential 
heated volume of the channel shown in Figure A.2. 
The energy of the fluid heated externally along the channel at 
time t is the sum of its internal, kinetic, and potential energies. 
The heat supplied by the fuel to the control volume per unit channel 
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W 
Q(x, t) 
X + Ax 
i i 
i } 
i 
I I 
t + At 
: f 
Figure A.2. Small volume of a coolant channel used to determine the 
energy in the coolant 
length is Q(x) with units of Btu/s'ft or watt/m. The heat added to 
the control volume during a time dt is 
àE Q(x, t) • dx • dt dc+|§ 
o 
dx. A.5 
where E is the total energy of the fluid in the control volume. 
For small increments of time and position about t^  and x^  respectively 
Equation A.5 becomes 
Q(x, t)AxAt 
+it) ty 
At 
rE(x + Ax, t )-E(x, t )"] 
I & H--
At 
A.6 
The mass of fluid flowing past x in the time interval At is 
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t^ ) = [PgAgU + p^ A^ w](x, tg)At, A.7 
and the mass flowing past x + Ax in the interval At is 
AM (x+Ax, t ) = [p A U + p A W] (x + Ax. t )Ac, A.fi 
t  O S S  * *  V »  O  
Similarly the total mass within the control volume at times t and . 
t + At are 
AM^ (x^ , t) = I PgAgU + P^ A^ W](x_, t)Ax A.9 
and AM (x , t + At) = [P A U + p A W] (x , t + At)Ax. A. 10 t O 5 s w# W O 
The energy of the fluid is the sum of potential, kinetic, and 
internal energy. However, the kinetic and potential energy contribu­
tions are very small compared to the internal energy in a BWR and are 
neglected in this model. The change in potential energy from bottom 
to top of core is x/A = 12 ft/778. ft-lb/Btu = , and the 
m 10 
contribution from kinetic energy is (5 f/s)^ /2'778*32.2) 
= 0.0005 Btu/lb. The internal energy is defined as 
m w m s 
The major contribution to the internal energy in BWR's comes from 
the enthalpy term. At operating conditions 
0.0075 and „ ^ , = 0.069. 
By neglecting contributions from the potential, kinetic, and pressure 
effects on the internal energy, the energy in the time interval At at 
X and X + Ax becomes 
and 
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E(x, t^ ) = + Pg'Ag.U'Eg] (x, t^ ) • At, A.12 
E(x + Ax, t^ ) = [p^ *A^ *W'H^ + Pg-Ag-U-Hg] (x + Ax, t^ )*At. 
A. 13 
In the distance interval Ax the energy at t and t + At becomes 
ECXQ, t) = Ps*^ s*®s^  (*o' '^14 
and 
E(x^ , t + At) = [p^ 'A^ 'H^  + Pg'^ 'Hg] (x^ , t + At)'Ax . A.15 
Substituting Equations A.12 to A. 14 into Equation A. 6, taking the 
limit as x approaches x^ , t approaches t^ . At approaches zero, and 
Ax approaches zero yields 
Q(x. t)dx = + Ps\ag]dx 
+ s; [PsAgUHg + P.AJWg.lax tBtu/sl. A.16 
The steasi enthalpy at saturated conditions equals the latent heat 
of vaporization per lb plus the saturated water enthalpy which is 
written as 
H = H + H' . A.17 
s W V 
Assuming that for constant saturation conditions oH^ /ot = oH^ /ox = 0, 
Equation A.17 yields 
ÔH ÔH ÔH ÔH 
 ^^ ôt" ô5r " 
Multiplying Equation A.6, the continuity equation, by yields 
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[ôA U ÔA w ôA àA "] + Ps + P* ôtj A. 19 
where and are constants. Substitution of Equation A.19 into 
A, 16 utilizing the definitions in Equation A.17 and A.18 then yields 
ÔA SA u aa as 
Q(x, t) = p^ h; ^  + p^ H;  ^+ PA âf • 
A. 20 
Let = PgH^  the latent heat of vaporization per unit volume of steam, 
and assume that the time dependent changes in enthalpy are functions 
of pressure changes such that 
ï'-ï'-g. . 
Rearranging Equation A.20 then gives 
ÔA U ÔA 
° - H" df + "w*. sr] 3t • A'22 
V V L 
which is the basic equation describing the behavior of steam and 
vater in a boiling vater core* 
The following parameters are linearized about their steady state 
operating conditions 
Ag(X, t) = A°(X) + SgCX; t), 
U(x, t) = U°(x) +u(X; t); and A.23 
Q(x, t) = Q°(x) + q(x, t). 
Equation A.22 then becomes 
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• ^  ["s^  W + 'vS, dr] dl • A'24 
when linearized with second order products neglected. To solve 
Equation A.24 with a known spatial distribution for q(x, t) a relation­
ship between u(x, t) and a^ Cx, t) is needed. Jones [23] solves the 
mass, energy, and momentum equations at each node along the channel, 
however the nodal method makes simple linear transfer function analysis 
more difficult. The individual transfer function identity is main­
tained by using a simple approximation of the momentum equation to 
solve for the relationship A°u(x, t) + U^ a^ (x, t) = U^ a^ Cx, t). 
Define the ratio of fluid momentum at the channel inlet to the 
momentum at position x as 
p A W + p A U 
« •= ° ' • A.25 
Using average values for the densities and noting that the momentum 
in the nonboiling region is nearly constant, the momentum ratio in 
the boiling region becomes 
A (x, t) • U(x, t) p" A (x, t)-U(x, t) 
- AVr(.. t) 
where r(x, t) is the slip ratio. The slip ratio in high pressure force 
circulation systems is almost one. The spatially dependent change 
in momentum is then 
° <=) • «>• A-27 
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• K = 1^  (As(x)u(x, t) + U°(x)ag(x, t)). 
Since the change in momentum is predominantly due to changes in the 
steam cross section, and changes in steam velocity are very small, 
the term A°(x)u(x, t) + U°(x)ag(x, t) is approximated by (x) a^ Cx, t), 
where (x) is the steam perturbation velocity and equals a spatially 
dependent factor, Y(x), times U° 
K = 1^  (Y(x) • U° • a^ Cx, t)). A.28 
In the high pressure forced circulation BWR system used in power plant 
applications Y(x) « 1.0, thus changes in momentum along the channel 
are approximately proportional to changes in the steam cross section 
 ^  ^2^  (agCK) t))' A.29 
Assuming that changes in the momentum are proportional to changes in 
the steam cross section Equation A.24 becomes 
h' • r 
V V 
( dH dH J 
dT " Pw\ df] d£ • A.30 
Equation A, 30 is the moderator dynamics equation used to model the 
behavior of voids in the coolant channels of a boiling water reactor. 
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XII. APPENDIX B: 
INPUT-OUTPUT RELATIONS 
Consider a dynamic system with an input x(t), an impulse response 
h(t), and an output y(t). 
x(t) h(t) y(t) 
Figure B.l. Input x(t), output y(t), and system h(t). 
The output of the system is 
f y(t) =1 s(t - X)h(X)d\* B.l 
Jo 
as given by the convolution integral with \ as the dummy of integra­
tion. Introducing the time delay variable T, and the expectation value 
of y(t) times y(t + T) yields the auto correlation function 
i|;yy(T) = E[y(t) • y(t + T) ] .  B .2 
Substitution of Equation B.l into B.2, introducing § as the dummy 
of integration in the second integral, and interchanging the order of 
integration yields 
1)1^ (T) =  ^^ h(X)h(§) • E[x(t - X) • x(t+T - DldÇdA.. 
^ -oo _aa 
B.3 
By definition of the auto correlation function 
- § + a.) = E[x(t - A.) • x(t + T - §)]. B,4 
Then, 
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i+°° m"' 
$ (T) = I I h(X)h(§)$^(T - § + X)d§dÀ. B.5 
V_œ J -00 
Equation B.5 is quite complicated, but under certain assumptions this 
relationship is quite useful. When the input is white noise, 
i)^ (t - l+X) =K^ ô(t - I +X), and h(t) = 0 for t < 0, Equation B.5 becomes 
r I h(X)h(X - T)dX. B.6 
The input-output relationship in the frequency domain can be found by use of 
the Fourier integral transformation of Equation B.5 
-•+® I fyy(œ) = I tyy(T)e"^ '"^ dT 
/:[/:/: h(X) • h(|)i((^ (T - I - ^ )d§dX e-jw^ dT. 
B.7 
f » — — « X. T( ^ryA oKI â o 
CO  ^CO _oo 
y^y(u)) = I I I h(X) .h(§)$^ We":'"'('''^ "^ d^§dXdK 
4^ —CO 
B.8 
CO CO CO 
I* h(?L)e^ j'"^ dX • j h(§)e"jw(S)dg . I* 
«f -03 # -CO t0 -CS 
= H(+u)) • H(- œ) • = |H(m)| B.9 
where |H(m)|^  is the square modulus of H(w), the system transfer function. 
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Equation B.9 is a very useful relationship, however only the 
amplitude of the transfer function H(co) can be determined and no 
information with regard to the phase angle can be determined. In 
the case of white noise Equation B.9 becomes 
= K!H(«))!^  B.IO 
where K is a constant over the frequency range of interest. In the 
case of multiple input systems. Equation B.l becomes 
£ y\(t) = I h^ (k) • x^ (t - X)dX. B.ll 
Transformed into the frequency domain Equation B.ll becomes 
Y^ (w) = H^ ((j))x^ (u)). B.12 
In case of a linear system the total output (w) is the sum of 
contributions from all the inputs. 
N N 
Y(w) = ^  Y. (uj) = ^  H.(co)x (œ). B.i3 
i=l i=l 
After following the same procedures outlined for a single input-
output system, the power spectral density for the multiple input 
system becomes 
A A 
4/ (m) = 2^  2^  H. (- cu) • IL ((1))^ / (cu) B.14 
^ i=l k=l K. XK 
where represents the cross spectral density function between 
inputs x^ (t) and x^ (t). For the case considered in this work the two 
input sources are uncorrelated, which means that i = k and Equation B.14 
reduces to 
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 ^, ,2 4" ((") = iH^ Wl (("). 
y J 1=1 
The square modulus, |H^ (w)|^ , weighted by the relative strength of the 
^^ (^cu)'s is termed as the square modulus of the detector for this work, 
and represents the neutron noise signature. 
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XIII. APPENDIX C: 
EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS IN POWER REACTORS 
The use of neutron detector signal fluctuations to measure reactor 
parameters has been used on some reactors where the proper electronic 
analysis equipment was available. This section includes the details 
of experiments on actual reactors related to these measurements. 
Information from two papers describing the experimental work [33, 36] 
performed on the 520 MW^  Lingen BWR is of particular interest to 
this work, and is repeated here. Figure C.l shows the experimental 
set up and the associated electronic equipment used to perform 
the in core noise measurements. Probability density function measure­
ments at the core center of the time dependent detector signal fluctua­
tion signify that the wave form is Gaussian and random. This type of 
wave form indicates that only linear processes are involved in the heat 
transfer mechanism and in reactivity fluctuations driving the neutron 
oscillations. Figure C.2 shows a plot of the mean detector current 
at various axial positions, which represents the axial flux shape 
along the channel. This general shape could be described by the sum 
of two weighted shaping functions of the form e^  • sin(bx + c). 
The change of the normalized rms noise amplitude along the 
channel length indicates that spatial dependent effects of the noise 
signal must be considered in the description of neutron detector 
noise. Fourier transforms of the measured autocorrelation functions 
result in measured power spectral density functions at different 
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locations along the channel length. Figure C.4 shows the PSD's at 
three locations in the heated channel. 
Stegemann et al, [36] present additional experimental informa­
tion from Lingen and Garigliano based on the use of self powered 
in-core detectors. The significant discovery is that the cross 
power spectral density phase change from two detectors located at 
different positions along the channel could be used to determine 
the velocity of steam bubbles. The slope of the phase change is re­
lated to the transport lag of steam bubbles at the two detector 
positions in the same channel. When the distance between detectors 
is known the velocity can be calculated by the method shown in 
Figure C.5. The value determined by the cross power spectral density 
method was in good agreement with the values from thermohydraulic core 
design. Also, zero phase shift was observed for detectors at the same 
channel positions radially separated. Figures C.6 and C.7 show the 
results of the measurements. 
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PRIMARY STEAM LINE 
/CORE CROSS SECTION 
WITH DETECTOR POSITION 
CXI SIGNAL- COMPENSATION 
CABLES •ONTROL ROD 
DRIVES 
Figure C.l, Experimental equipment set up used to measure the neutron 
flux at different positions in the coolant channel of the 
Ungen BWR [33] 
uiMwuk 
xo 300 100 
Figure C.2. Mean detector current at eleven axial positions, which 
represents the axial power distribution along the 
channel [33] 
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CHAPTER 3.3.2 
0.8 
POSITION Ne. 
2S0 300 m ISO 200 50 cm 
LOWER EDGE -AXIAL COORDINATE Z- UPPER 
or CORE £DGE or CORE 
Figure C.3. Change in normalized BHS-noise along the channel posi­
tions [33] 
POS .(9) 
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Ht 
 ^e.oi 
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Figure C.4. Measured PDg changes with axial detector position [33] 
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Figure C,6. Results of cross power spectral density noise measurements in the BWfe core of 
Garigllano Nuclear Power Plant [36] 
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XIV. APPENDIX D: 
VOID THERMALIZATION EFFECT 
It is the purpose here to determine constants which relate the 
local neutron density changes to changes in void fraction flux. 
Consider the following sisq>lified method of determining values 
for EP2: A detector is placed in a boiling channel where the steady 
state void fraction has a mean value. Based on the mean value a 
steady state ratio between the fast and thermal flux is established. 
In a small region, subject to local voidage changes, near the detector 
the thermal flux is calculated as a function of the initial fast to 
thermal ratio. Slab geometry is utilized to simplify the calculation. 
-d 
Detector 
a 
J—•. X 
Moderator 
flow 
1 neutron detector in a voided coolant 
channel subject to given fast to thermal neutron flux at 
the boundary + d 
The two group diffusion equations describing the static flux shape in 
Figure D.l 
the slab region shown in Figure D.l are 
.2 Z 
=• 0, (x) - — 0^  (x) =0 
dx"^   ^ 1^  ^
D.l 
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2^ 2- Z 
—J 0«(x) - — 0-(x) + — 0 (x) = 0. D.2 
dx "2 2  ^
A solution of Equation D.2 is 
2 1^ 0^  = A cosh %^ 'x where = — D.3 
and A = 0°/cosh x^ 'd 
Equation D,2 becomes 
ê 2 1^ 
^ *Z - '2^ 2 + ^  • cosh «jd "f-
The solution of D.4, rejecting unqualified solutions on physical 
grounds, 02(%) = A* cosh *2* " YA cosh \^ x. Solving for Y and A' 
by substitution into Equation D.6 and use of boundary condition 
02(+ d) = 0° yields 
V2 < 
cosh ..d y - -2—2 - cosh "l''' 
 ^ J. 1 z 
D.5 
The following two group constants for H2O with no voids are 
utilized in this development [44]. 
S D 
(Group removal) (Diffusion length) 
cm~^  cm 
Group 1 0.0419 1.13 
Group 2 0.0197 0.16 
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Noting that Z = 2 • f and D = D • 1/f where f is the fraction 
v o w  0  w  w  
of water in the channel. Equation D.5 at the center of the channel 
(x = 0) becomes 
0° - 3.04 0° 3.04 0° 
2^^ ^^  cosh *od cosh K,d D.6 
If the ratio of fast to thermal is 0° = 1.5 0°, Equation D.6 becomes 
^ /n\ _ J - 3.56 4.56 I 
2 2 I cosh K.«d cosh K,dj D.7 
The change of 02/0° along the channel due to the change in steady state 
void fraction has been neglected for simplicity. Figure D.2 shows the 
2.0 
d = 5 an 
d = 3 cm - • 
1.8 d = 2 cm — 
d = 1 cm — 
02/02 = 0.67 
O CM 
\ 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
Void fraction 
Figure D.2. Ratio of thermal flux at the detector location to thermal 
flux at the slab channel model boundary for several slab 
dimensions 
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ratio of the thermal flux at x = d for various steady state void 
fractions and boundary conditions. Decreasing the ratio 02^ 0° in­
creases the slope of the curves as shown in Figure D.3. Values of 
the ratio of thermal flux at the detector position are also calculated 
2 1 for 0Q/0Q ratios of 0.1 and 0.2 at d = 1 cm. Small local changes in 
the void fraction would then cause fluctuations of the thermal flux at 
the detector location. This change can be estimated by taking the 
slope of a curve in Figure D.2 or Figure D.3. For d = 1 cm, and a slow 
to thermal ratio of 0.67 the slope at 0.35 void is 
, .O .1. ,^ 0 0 
Slope = = - 0.43 ^  . D.8 
(V° - vi)/v° 
13 2 At roaviminn power 0^  = 5 X 10 n/cm • sec and the total void volume 
is estimated from 
 ^ X A = 8.623X 0.76X44.2 , 
2A c 2.0 
Then A0^  = - 1.48E11 AV [ft^ ], and recall that A0 = 3.35E7 • AP [Btu/s], 
The ratio of detector efficiencies is then 
r 1 
EPl ^  3.35E7 X APF X RPF 
EP2 1.48E11 X slope 
 ^(9.65E-5)(PF) 
Slope 
Btu/s 
1/ft^ . 
Thus, for a void fraction of 0.35 (about 5.0 feet up the channel) 
1 
the ratio EP1/EP2 = - 2.2E-4 • . The ratios at other positions 
1/ft^  
can be determined by considering the slope at a void fraction cor­
responding to the new channel height. At 3.0 feet the void fraction 
is very small, while at 9.0 feet it is slightly less than the exit 
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Figure D.3. Ratio of thermal flux at the detector location to thermal 
flux at the slab channel model boundary for several 
thermal to fast flux ratios 
void fraction. Utilizing these conditions and a simple sinusoidal 
flux weighting for the fission power contribution yields efficiency 
ratios at various positions in the channel. 
As the ratio EP1/EP2 decreases, a larger contribution to the 
detector response arises from void effects. Due to the uncertainties 
in the values of EP2 at various locations the weighted combinations of 
0.1 
0.2 
0 0.67 
1 cm 
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Table D.l. Methods of weighting void thennalization to fission power 
fluctuations 
Position 
*o/*o 
Flux 
weighting 
Slope of 
Figure 
Slope 
normalization 
to 6 ft EP1/EP2 
Base case 
Method 1 
3 0.67 0.707 - 1.18 2./5 - 5.7E-5 
6 0.67 1.0 - 0.43 1.0 - 2.2E-4 
9 0.67 0.707 - 0.13 0.3 - 5.3E-4 
Case 3 
Method 2 
3 0.1 0.707 - 1.87 1.0 - 3.6E-5 
6 0.1 1.0 - 1.87 1.0 - 5.1E-5 
9 0.1 0.707 - 0.74 0.395 - 9.2E-5 
Case 7 
Method3 
3 0.67 0.707 - 1.18 1.38 - 5.4E-5 
6 0.2 1.0 - 0.85 1.0 - 1.13E-' 
9 0.1 0.707 - 0.81 0.95 - 8.4E-5 
transfer functions calculated by NMOD yield qualitative information 
about the measured PSD's rather than exact magnitudes. 
As voids increase in the core less water is available for moderation 
of the neutron spectrum. Thus a change in the energy spectrum at 
different elevations in a BWR is expected to arise from the increase 
in void fraction. In the simple two group slab channel model this 
effect is modeled by changing the ratio of #^ 0^° at the boundary for 
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different channel positions. An example of this is presented as the 
last three entries in Table D. 1 based on information from Figure D.3. 
Since the output of the detector position transfer functions is 
the change in void fraction, the values of EPl and EP2 are normalized 
to the value of EP2 at 6 feet. This normalization makes the detector 
response proportional to changes in the neutron flux by a factor which 
relates a change in unit voids at the middle detector position to changes 
in the neutron flux. Because the detector efficiencies are not con­
sidered in this model, the term relative units is used to describe 
outputs proportional to the detector current fluctuations at a particular 
location. 
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XV. APPENDIX E: 
THEORETICAL NOISE MODEL 
Seifritz's theoretical noise model, presented here, has been 
utilized by several authors [28, 29, 30, 31, 32] to develop noise 
signature models based on various stationary stochastic reactivity 
driving forces with zero mathematical expectations. The development 
of this general noise model assumes that a linear delayed critical-
reactor system responds to a reactivity input vector whose components 
are made up of a series of I reactivity driving forces, p^ , p^ , ..., p^ . 
It is further assumed that these components are correlated among one 
another, i.e. p.p.  ^0, j, k = 1 ... I, j f k. This accounts for 
J K 
situations such as coupled component vibrations in various core regions, 
A source term introduced by Cohn [27] is included to account for neutron 
fluctuation due to the branching processes. Furthermore, the space-
independent or volume averaged behavior of the neutron field is as-
svnsed i.e. the point kinetic zcdel. The desired quantity to be evaluated 
is the power spectral density (PSD, (œ)) of the fluctuation output 
current of a neutron detector. The general form, consisting of three 
additive terms is 
E.l 
where is the detector efficiency counts/fission 
F is the total fission rate fissions/s 
q is the average charge per 
 ^neutron detected in a detector coulomb/detection 
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is relation width of the normalized probability distribution 
for the number of prompt neutrons per fission. This factor 
is called the Diven parameter and equals (v - v)/v where 
V is the mean number of prompt neutrons released per 
fission [17, pp. 52-54]. 
The frequency dependent terms are the reactor transfer function with 
inherent feedback loops closed and the reactivity driving functions. 
The at-power reactor transfer function is 
GgiW r ' e.2 
G(cu) X 
L n Tn= 1 -J pO ir=l 
where N° is the steady state power level (N° in Btu/s = 
F/3.29E13 or N° in watts = F/3.1E10) 
is the power reactivity coefficient for the mth feed­
back path (6k/k Btu or 6k/k/watt) 
H_(m) is the mth feedback path transfer function 
LU 
G(m) is the zero power reactor transfer function. 
The general expression for the reactivity driving forces is the sum of 
the auto power spectral density and the cross power spectral density 
terms arising from reactivity input components, and is given as 
I II 
|Pdr(w)l^  = + 22 Pi(w)Pk(w). E.3 
i=l j=l k=l J  ^
When the reactivity input components are independent of one another 
Equation E.3 reduces to 
làA 
N 
& 
2 |pn(w)l^  • E.4 
If only one perturbation p(t) drives the system. Equation E.4 yields 
= |pwl^ • E.5 
The fact that the third term dominates in a power reactor can 
easily be shown by considering the ratio, F of the third term in 
Equation E.l to the second term. 
P _ Noise contribution due to reactivity driving forces 
Noise contribution due to internal branching processes 
= , E.6 
V 
(K = 3.9E6 for N in watts or 4.01E10 for Btu/s, in (cent)^  
per cycle/second units, = 0,8) which is called the "power signal 
to background ratio". Assuming a realistic reactivity excitation 
"2 2 
spectral density of 10 cent /cycles«s and p = 0.0064, shows that the 
power signal term dmninates when the power level is greater than 0.6 watt. 
When first and second terms in Equation E.l are neglected for high 
power noise models, the PSD becomes 
f^ (^u)) = 2W^ qVlG^ (^u))l^  • . E.7 
.9 (A*- • sec; 
The mean detector current resulting from a constant fission rate is 
given by 
i = q^ W^ F (in A). E.8 
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In Seifritz's model the fluctuating detector current is assumed propor­
tional to changes in the fission rate by defining the normalized root 
mean square of the detector current as 
This formulation does not allow for PSD changes along the channel when 
the space-independent reactor model is used. In the present work, 
however, the detector current is assumed proportional to the incident 
thermal neutron flux, which is driven by both void fluctuations and 
fission rate 
E.9 
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XVI. APPENDIX F: 
THE RESONANCE EFFECT 
—sT Functions of the form 1 - e ® give rise to a resonance effect 
in the frequency response plots. The term e ig a unit vector 
in the real and imaginary plane which rotates with a continually de­
creasing phase angle. The cancellation and reinforcement of the 
constant 1.0 then appears as an increase or decrease in the magnitude 
as a function of frequency. 
The physical interpretation of this behavior in reactor cores, 
which is similar to heat exchangers [66], arises because the reactor 
is forced in a distributed manner; i.e., the void fraction is changed 
along the entire length of the core and not at just one end. The peaks 
and valleys in the frequency response correspond to an integral number 
of half cycles along the boiling length, when the distribution function 
D(x) is constant. 
If the void residence tise corresponds to 1.5 cycles of the power 
oscillation, some of the elements of coolant are exposed to higher 
than normal cladding temperatures for two-thirds of the time and to 
lower than normal one-third of the time. For other elements, the 
proportions are reversed, and the difference in exposure tends to 
increase the amplitude ratio. When the void resonance time is equal 
to exactly one or more full cycles, all the elements are exposed to a 
higher than normal cladding temperature for half the time and the 
amplitude ratio Is thus relatively low. 
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If D(x) is not constant, heat added during different half cycles 
will vary with position. However, coolant elements continuously enter 
the heating regions and the delay function frequency response is similar 
to the constant heat case. Examination of PV(s) in Equation 4.52 
indicates that the ratio of the delayed portion to the general response 
can change for different heat distributions. 
A simple example of the magnitude behavior of a delay function is 
shown in Figure F.l. The transfer functions G^ (s), GgCs), and G^ Cs) 
are similar to those derived from the coolant dynamics equation. The 
shape of Gg(s) can be modified greatly by changing the relative position 
of the denominator time constants (8. seconds and 0.5 seconds) with respect 
to the transport lag time constant (0.63 seconds). 
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Frequency (rad/s) 
5.0 10.0 
-10 
-s*0.63 -
-30 
-50 
c -70 00 
-90 
GgCs)=1.0 -0.5e 
- S'0.63 
(l + 8.-s)(l + 0.5.s) 
" (1 + 8.'S)(1 + 0.5'S) 
I  I  I  I  I  m i l  I  1 1 1  1 1 1 I I  
0.1 1.0 
Frequency (Hz) 
10.0 
Figure F.l. Magnitude plots for an example transfer function of the 
form found in the solution of coolant dynamics equations 
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XVII. APPENDIX G: 
COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING 
/ / S T P P l  E X E C  W A V F I V , R E G I O N . G 0  =  ; i 7 6 K , T I M E . G O = ( » 2 5 )  
/ / G O . S Y S I N  D O  *  
$ J O B  « H A N N A M A N  • , T I M E = 2 5 , P A G E S = A O  
^***********************  **************************************^ 
C *  N M O D  A  P R O G R A M  T O  E S T I M A T E  T H E  D E T E C T O R  F R E Q U E N C Y  P E S P O N S E  * <  
C *  A R I S I N G  F R O M  W H I T  F  N O I S E  H E A T  I N P U T S  * <  
C *  S U B R O U T I N E S  I N C L U D E  T H E  I  S U  S I M P L O T T E R  P A C K A G E  F O R  D A T A  P L O T S  * <  
Q******************* **********************************************< 
C O M M O N  N P T S , O L , D A l , D A 2 t D A 3 » X L A B , Y l A B , D A T L A B  
P E A L * 4  M F W F . , M S F f  M P , L N B » L B f  L N B M , L B M , K 3 f  K 2 , R D » D I , 0 R 2 ,  D I 2  
R E A L * 4  L t L C f L F V f L S f M U f  K W f L J P , L L t M M , L M f L C M f L E V M , M C F , M C F M , K S  
D I M E N S I O N  D A I ( 1 0 0 ) » 0 A 2 ( l O O l t D A 3 { l O O l  i O L ( 1 0 0 ) t O M ( 1 0 0 )  
D I M E N S I O N X L A B C  5 ) , Y L A B ( 5 ) i D A T L A Q C  5 )  
D I M E N S I O N  A 0 L ( 5 ) , B S L  t 5  ) , C B ( 5 ) , A D ( 5 ) b  B S (  5 ) »  F A B C  (  5 ) , P 8 ( 5 )  » C O C (  5 )  ,  
I S I C (  5 » , E X L ( ! > ) , C B L ( 5 »  t  S B L ( 5 ) f P l ( 5 )  ,  P 2  (  5 1  ,  W E T  (  5  )  
C O M P L E X  T P V t 1 0 0 ) , T P V S ( 1 0 0 ) t T P B ( 1 0 0 »  t T P B S { 1 0 0 ) i U l , U 2 , U 3 , 0 N 1 , 0 1 ,  
1  D 2 , B N 1 , B N 2 , B N 3 , C M P L X  , C E X P , C 0 N J 6  
C O M P L E X  T H W S ( 1 0 0 ) , T G R (  1 0 0 ) , T F B ( 1 0 0 ) , T F N B ( 1 0 0  » , T V B ( 1 0 0 ) , T P C N B ( 1 0 0 )  
C O M P L E X  T P C B ( I O O ) , O F B , O F N B  
C O M P L E X  T O P E K 1 0 0 ) , T D P E 2 ( 1 0 0 ) , T D P E 3 ( 1 0 0 ) , T D H E l ( 1 0 0 ) , T D H E 2 ( 1 0 0 ) ,  
1 T O H E 3 ( 1 0 0 ) , 8 5 , B 6 , B 7 , B 8 , B 9 , B 1 0  
C O M P L E X  O N 2 , U 4 » U 5 , U 6 , T V R ( 1 0 0 ) , T V R S ( 1 0 0 ) , T A B ( 1 0 0 ) , B B 1  
1 0 0 1  F O R M A T * ' 1 ' , 1 5 X , '  R E A C T O R  M O D E L  I N P U T  P A R A M E T E R S » / )  
1 0 0 2  F O R M A T *  ' 0 ' , 5 X , *  I N P U T  S T E A D Y  S T A T E  C O N D I T I O N S * / )  
1 0 0 3  F O R M A T * « 0 » , 1 0 X , *  P O W E R  L E V E L  =  ' , F 9 . 5 , '  T I M E S  R A T E D O P * , ^ 1 0 . 5 ,  
1 »  M W T H * , F 1 5 . 3 , ' B T U / H R * / )  
1 0 0 4  F O R M A T  * ' 0 S  1 0 X , « 0 0 M E  P R E S S U R E  = * , F 1 0 . 4 , '  P S I A  O R ' , F 2 0 . 4 , '  K N / M  
1 **2*/) 
1 0 0 5  F O R M A T C O »  , 1 0 X  D E S I R E D  S T E A M  E X I T  Q U A L I T Y  = * , F 9 . 5 / )  
1 0 0 6  F O R M A T * « O » , 1 0 X , * F E E D W A T E R  E N T H A L P Y  =  * , F 1 0 . 4 , '  B T U / L B M  O R  = • ,  
1 F 1 0 . 4 , ' K J / K G ' / / , I I X , ' F E E D W A T E R  D E N S I T Y  =  • , F 1 0 . 4 , • L B M / F T * * 3  O R  =  •  
2 , F 1 0 . 4 ,  ' K G / M * * 3 '  / )  
1 0 0 7  F O R M A T * « O ' f S X , ' T H E R M O D Y N A M I C  P R O P E R T I E S  O F  W A T E R - S T E A M  A T  O P E R A T !  
ING CONDIT IONS '/ I  
1 0 0 8  F O R M A T * ' 0 ' , 1 0 X , ' S A T U R A T E D  S T E A M  E N T H A L P Y  = ' , F 1 0 . 4 , * B T U / L B M  O R  = ' ,  
l F 1 0 e 4 , '  K J / K G  • / , 1 0 X , '  S A T U R A T E D  W A T E ! ^  E N T H A L P Y  = '  , F 1 0 . 4 ,  
2 ' B T U / L B M  O R  =  ' , F 1 0 . 4 , ' K J / K G  ' / , I I X ,  '  S P E C I F I C  H E A T  O F  W A T E R  =  '  
3 F 1 0 . 4 , « B T U / L B M - F  O »  = ' , F 1 0 . 4 , ' K J / K G - K ' / , I I X , ' D E N S I T Y  O F  W A T E P  = •  
4 , F 1 0 . 4 , ' L B M / F T * * 3  O R  =  ' , F 1 0 . 4 , * K G / M * * 3 ' / , I I X , ' D E N S I T Y  I F  S T F A M  = '  
5 , F  1 0 . 4 , ' L B M / F T * * 3  0 R  =  '  , F 1 0 . 4 , • K G / M * * 3 ' / )  
1 0 0 9  F O R M A T C O »  , 3 1 X , ' H S / P  = ' , F 1 0 . . 6 , '  B T U / L B M - P S l  O R  =  •  ,  P I O ,  6 ,  •  K J / K G - K N  
1 / M * * 2 ' / , 3 1 X , ' H W / P  =  ' , F 1 0 . 6 v ' B T U / L B M - P S I  O R  =  • , F I O . 6 , * K J / K G - < N / M  
2 * 2 ' , / , 3 1 X ,  •  D T / D P  =  • , F 1 0 . 6 , '  F / P S I  O R  =  ' , F 1 0 . 6 , '  K / K N / M * * 2 * / )  
1010 
1011 
F O R M A T f  » 0 '  , 5 X , ' B A S ! C  P H Y S I C A L  D I M « = N S I 0 N S  A N D  O P E R A T I N G  C O N D I  /) 
F O R M A T ( »  0 »  , 3 1 X ,  ' C O P F  L E N G T H  =  
• ' C O R E  D I A M E T E R  1  2  5 X  
I  2  5 X  
i  2 5 X  
1  2 5 X  
1  2 5 X  • '  C H I M N E Y  H F I G H T  =  
1 0 1 3  F O R M A T ( ' 0 ' , 1 0 X , ' M A S S  F L O W  
1 , E 1 4 . 6 , ' K G / S  • / )  
1 0 1 4  F O R M A T ( ' 0 * , 1 0 X , ' E X I T  Q U A L I T Y  = ' , F 9 . 5 , '  
I  S L I P  P A T I O  =  ' , F 9 . 5 , ' R E C I R C .  R A T I O  =  
•  • V E S S E L  D I A M « = T E F .  =  = ;  
•  ' V E S S E L  W A T E R  L E V E L  = =  
• ' F E E D W A T E R  I N L E T  L E V E L  =  
P A T E  
' • F 5 . 2 , ' F T  O R  =  
•  F 5 . 2 ^ '  F T  O P  
•  F 5 . 2 ^ '  F T  O R  
•  F 5 . 2 , '  F T  0 "  
•  F 5 . 2 ,  '  F T  O P .  
•  F 5 . 2 , '  F T  O P  
I N  C O R E  
' • «^ 5.2'M 
=  ' • P 5 . 2 , '  
=  ' , F 5 . 2 , '  
= '•^ 5.2,' 
=  ' • F 5 . 2 , '  
=  ' , F 5 . 2 t '  
' /  
M' / 
M ' /  
M ' /  
M ' /  
M '  / )  
=  •  , E 1 4 . 6 , ' L B / H P  0 R =  '  
1 0 1 5  F O R M A T ! ' 0 ' f l O X ^ '  
1  • F 6 . 3 , ' M  
1 0 1 6  F O R M A T ! ' 0 ' , 1 0 X » '  
1 ^ F 6 . 3 , ' M / S  
1 0 1 7  F O R M A T *  ' 0 '  • l O X ^ '  
1 , F 6 . 3 » ' M / S  
1 0 1 8  F O R M A T ! ' 0 '  • l O X  • '  
1 , F 9 . 2 ^ ' K J / M * * 3  
V O I D  F R A C T I O N  = ' , F 9 . 5 , '  
' • F 6 . 2 ^ / l  
= ' ^ F 6 . 3 , ' F T  O P  
V E L O C I T Y  
V E L O C I T Y  
U N I T  V 3 L  
= ' • F 6 . 3 , '  F T / S  O R  =  '  
= ' • F 6 . 3 , '  F T / S  O R  =  '  
= ' , F 9 . 2 , ' B T U / F T 3  3 » = '  
B O I L I N G  L E N G T H =  
•/ ) 
C O R E  W A T E R  
' / )  
A V E R A G E  S T E A M  
' /  }  
L A T E N T  H E A T  P E R  
' / )  
1 0 1 9  F O R M A T  ( ' 0 '  • 2 0 X , ' E F F E C T  I V E  M A S S E S  O F  W A T E R  F O R  M O D E L ' / »  
1 0 2 0  F O R M A T !  ' 0 '  , 1 0 X , ' C 0 P E  M A S S =  S F 1 0 . 4 ^ ' L B M  O P  =  '  ,  F I O  . 4 , ' K G ' • / ,  1 I X  ,  '  
l O O W N C O M E R  M A S S  = ' • F I O . 2 , ' L B M  O R  = ' » F 1 0 . 4 , ' K G ' , 2 X ^ • R E C I P C .  S Y S T E M  =  
2 ' • F 1 0 . 4 , « L B M  O R  = ' • F 1 0  . 4 , ' K G ' / I  
1 0 2 1  F O R M A T ! « 0 ' t l O X ^ '  H E A T  T R A N S F E R  A P E A  =  ' • F l O . 2 , ' F T 2  O R  = ' • F 1 0 . 2 ,  
l ' M 2 »  • 2 X , * A V E : .  C H A N N E L  H E A T  F L U X  =  '  •  F I O .  2 ,  '  B T U / H R  F T 2  O R  = '  • F 1 0 . 2  
2 ^ * W / M 2  ' / )  
1 0 2 2  F O R M A T ! ' 0 ' , 1 0 X , * R E Y N O L D S =  S  F 1 0 . 2 • ' P R A N O T L  = ' , F 1 0 . 6 , / )  
1 0 2 3  F O R M A T ! ' O ' • l O X , ' N O N B O I L I N G  H E A T  T R A N S  C O E F .  = ' , F 9 . 2 , ' B T U / H R ~ F T 2 F '  
1 , F 1 0 . 4 , ' W / M 2 - K ' / )  
1 0 2 4  F O R M A T ! ' 0 '  • l O X ^ '  B O I L I N G  H E :  A T  T R A N S F E R  C O E F .  =  •  •  F 9 .  2 ,  »  B  T U / H R - F T  2 F  '  
1 ^ F 1 4 . 4 ^  • W / M 2 - K ' / )  
1 0 2 5  F O P M A T (  * 0 »  t l O X , ' A V F  H E A T  F l U X  I N  C H A N N E L  .  =  •  , ^ 9 .  2 ,  •  B T ' J / H P - F T 2  •  
l , F I 0 . 2 t * W / M 2 * / )  
1 0 2 6  F O R M A T ( »  1 »  f 2 : 0 X , ' G A I N  A N D  T I M E  C O N S T A N T S  F O P  S I M P L I F I E D  M O D E L * / )  
( ^ * * * * * * * * * * * * # * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * x c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
C  N = # O F  F L U X  S H A P E S  O F  T H E  F O R M  E X P ( A X ) * S I N < B X + C )  A » E  N E E D E D  T O  D E S C R I B E  
C  T H E  A X I A L  F L U X  D I S T R I B U T I O N  
C  N P T S  = #  O F  F R E Q U E N C Y  P O I N T S  C O N S I D E R E D  
R E A D ( 5 t 2 ) N , N P T S  
2  F O R M A T  ( 1 6 1 5 )  
3  F O R M A T ( 4 F 2 0 .  5 )  
N T =  1 .  + N P T S  
C  R E A D  P H Y S I C A L  D I M E N S I O N S  I N  F T  O P  F T 2  
C  L =  C O R E  L E N G T H ,  L C  =  W A T E »  L E V E i L  A B O V E  T H ^  C O P E »  L E V  =  W A T E R  L E V E L  A B O V E  
C  C O R E  B O T T O M ,  F W L  =  F E E D W A T E P  F L O W  P A T H  L E N G T H ,  0 = F U E L  ^ I N  O D , O E  = H Y O P A U L I C  
C  D I A M E T E R ,  D I A C =  C O R E  D I A ,  D I A V  «  V E S S E L  D I A  
0 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * < ( * *  * * * * X ( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
R E A D ( 5,n L , L C  , L E V , F W L  , D , D f : , D I A C , D I A V  
C  A =  C H A N N E L  F L O W  A R E A ,  A C =  T O T A L  C O R E  F L O W  A R E A ,  L S = S H A P I N 3  L E N G T H ,  
C  R P F  =  R A D I A L  P E A K I N G  F A C T O R ,  F D C  =  F P A C .  O F  M E T A L  I N  D O W N  C O M E R  
C * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * X ( * * * * * * X « * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
R E A 0 ( 5 , 1 »  t \ ,  A C , L S v R P F , F D C  
C  F K  =  T H E R M A L  C O N D U C T I V I T Y  O F  T H E  F L E L  B T U / H R  F T  F  C K  S A M E  F O R  C L A D D I N G  
C  R F  =  R A D I U S  O F  F U E L  L B / F T 3 , P C  T H E  S A M E  F O »  C L A D D I N G  
( ^  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  *  
P E A D ( 5 , 1 )  F K , C K , R F , R C  
C  A V S P  =  P U M P I N G  A R E A  O F  C O N T R O L  P U M P S  , L J P  L E N G T H  3 F  J E T  P U M P  D R I V E  L O O P  
[****************X(** ************/(****** ********** 
P E A D ( 5 , 1 )  A V S P , L J P  
C  R E A D  T H E R M O D Y N A M I C  P R O P E R T I E S  O F  W A T E R - S T E A M  A T  O P E R A T I N G  C O N D I T I O N S  
C  U N I T S  I N  E N G L I S H  B T U / L B M  L B M / F V + * 3  • B T U / P S I ,  B T U / L M - F  
C  H * S  E N T H A L P Y  O F  S T E A M , W A T E R ( S A T ) , A N D  F E E D W A T E R  B T U / L B  
C  C P  =  S P E C I F I C  H E A T  O F  W A T E R  B T U / L B  F ,  C P F  =  S A M E  F O R  F U E L  
C  D T D P ,  D H S P  D H W P  =  T H E  C H A N G E  I N  S A T U R A T I O N  C O N D I T I O N S  D U F  T O  P R E S S U R E  
(^ ****************<!** ******** ****>V**************** 
R E A 0 ( 5 , 1 I  H S ,  H W ,  H F W ,  C P , C P F , D T D P , D H S P ,  D H W P  
C  D E N S I T I E S  O F  W A T E R ,  S T E A M ,  F E E D W A T E R ,  A N D  F U E L  L B / F T 3  
C *************** *#**************)X** ******* ******* 
P P A D ( 5 , 1 )  P H O W ,  « H O S f R H O F W , P H O F  
C  M U  =  V I S C O S I T Y  O F  A V E  N O N B O I L I N G  H 2 0  L B M / F T  H P , K W  =  T H E R M A L  C O N D  O F  
C  S A M E  I N  B T U / H - ^  F T  F  
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
R E A D ( 5 f l l  M I J , K W  
C  D E S  I P  E D  E X I T  S T E A M  Q ' J A L  I T Y f  D O M F  P P E S S U » E »  A N D  T H E  F R A C T I O N !  
C  F P =  F R A C T I O N  O F  O P E R A T I N G  P O W E R ,  P =  P P E S S U « > E  P S I A » C H I E 1 =  T H E  
C  E X I T  Q U A L I T Y  O P E P A T I N G  C O N D I T I O N S  
[ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * *  * *  *  
R E A D  C 5 , l )  F P , P , C H T E 1  
C  V I S G t V I S L  =  D Y N A M I C  V I S C O S I T Y  O F  T H E  S A T U R A T E D  S T E A M  A N D W A T F ?  C O N D I T I O N S  
C  T H E  U N I T S  A R E  L 0 M / F T - S E C  
( ^  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * *  
P E A D ( 5 , H  V I S G f V I S L  
1  F O P M A T ( 8 F 1 0 . 5 )  
C  C O N V E R T  E N G L I S H  U N I T S  T O  I N T E R N A T I O N A L  U N I T S  ( S I )  
C  C O N V E R S I O N  F A C T O R S  
C C  =  4 . 1 8 6 8  
H H  =  2 . 3 2 6  
H T  =  5 . 6 7 8 3  
L L  =  . 3 0 4 8  
M M  =  . 4 5 3 5 9 2 3 7  
P I  =  3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 7  
P P  =  6 . 8 9 4  8  
Q O  =  . 2 9 3 0 7  
R P  =  1 6 . 0 1 9  
T T  =  5 . / 9 .  
A A  =  L L * L L  
C  E N T H A L P Y  I N  B T U / L B M  T O K J / / K G  
H F W M  =  H H * H F W  
H S M  =  H H * H S  
H W M  =  H H * H W  
C  P R E S S U R E  I N  P S I  T O  K N / M * * 2  
P M  =  P * P P  
C  S P E C I F I C  HEAT I N  B T U / L B M - F  T O  K J / K G - K  
C P M  =  C C * C P  
C P F M  = C C * C P F  
O F  R A T E  
D E S  I P E O  
P O W E R  
c D E N S I T Y  I N  L B M / F T * * 3  T O  K G /M * * 3  
O  H  O S  M  =  R H 0 : 5 * R P  
R H O W M =  R H O W + R R  
P H O F W M  =  O H 0 F W * P "  
C  C H A N G E  I N  S A T  H  F O R  A  C H A N G E  I N  P R E S S U R E  B T J / L B M / P S I  T O  K J / K G / K N / M * * 2  
O H S P M  =  D H S | )  * H H / P P  
D H W P M  =  D H W i ) * H H / P P  
C  C H A N G E  I N  T E M P E R A T U R E  F O R  A  C H A N G E  I N  P R E S S U R E  F / P S I  T 0 K / K N / M * « 2  
O T D P M  s  D T D P * T T / P P  
C  L E N G T H S  I N  F T  T O  M E T E R S  
L M  =  L * L L  
L C M  =  L C * L L  
L E V M  =  L E V * L L  
F W L M  =  F W L * L L  
O I A C M  =  D I A C * L L  
D I A V M  =  D I A V * L L  
D E M  = D E * L L  
D M  =  0 * L L  
C  A R E A  I N  S Q U A R E  F T  T O  M * * 2  
A M  =  A * A A  
P F =  P I * D  
A F  =  P I * D * D / 4 .  
A F M  =  A F * A A  
A C M  =  A C *  A A  
P F M  =  P F * A A  
C  C A L C U L A T I O N  O F  F L O W  I N  C O R E  F R O M  T H E  O P E R A T I N G  M A P  
C  T H I S  F U N C T I O N  S H O U L D  B E  M O D I F I E D  F O R  D I F F E R E N T  R E A C T O R S  
P R  =  F P * ( 5 4 3 7 . 0 7 E 6 )  
P R M  = P R * ( 2 . 9 3 0 7 E - 7 )  
M C F  =  P R * 0 . 0 1 4 6  -  2 8 . 8 6 E 6  
M C F M  =  M C F *  1 2 6 .  
P R L  =  R P F * P R / L  
P M  =  P * 6 . 8 9 4 8  
C  C A L C U L A T I O N  O F  T H E  E X I T  V O I D . .  S L I P ,  R E C I R C U L A T I O N  R A T E  
C  S T A R T  W I T H  E S T I M A T E D  V O I D  F R A C T I O N  
F A S L  -  . 5 2  * •  .  2 2 * C H I E 1  
E T A  =  1 .  - R H O S / R H O W  
c 
c  B A N K O F F  C O R E C T I O N  M O D Î F Y E D  B Y  J O N E S  
C  4 N D  P X T E N D E O  B Y  H U G H M A Q K  P A G E  2 8 8  I N  S I  F T O R  V 3 L  H Z  
C  F F O M  R E F E R E N C E S  1 2 3 , 5 3 , 5 5  |  
C  
R  =  3 . 5 3 1 2 5  -  , 1 8 7 5 E - 3 * P  +  . 5 8 5 9 4 E - 6 * P * P  
G A  =  M C F / (  A C * 3 6 0 0 .  »  
G V = 3 2 . 2  
2 5  C l  = G A * D E / ( V I S L * ( 1 . - F A S L ) + V I S G * F A S L )  
C 2  =  G A * G A / ( P H O W * R H O W * G V * r ) E )  
X V  =  F A S L * R H 0 S / ( P H 0 S * F A S L  f R H O W * ( l . - F A S L ) )  
C 3  =  ( l . + X V ) * P H O W / ( ( l . - X V ) * P H O S )  
S I  =  ( C 1 * * 0 . 1 6 6 6 7 ) * ( C 2 * * . 1 2  5 ) * C 3  
I F ( S I - 5 0 )  3 1 , 3  0 , 3 0  
3 0  K S  =  . 8 7 4 * E X P ( . 0 0 0 8 7 2 7 * 5 1 )  
G O  T O  3 2  
3 1  K S  =  . 7 8 3 * E X P ( . 0 0 2 9 5 * S 1 )  
3 2  C O N T I N U E  K  
P R I N T , S I , K S  ^  
I F ( K S . G E . l . O )  K S  = . 9 9 9  
I F  l S I - 1 5 . )  5 , 5 , 8  
5  K S  =  . 7 1  +  . 9 0 4 5 E - 4 * P  
K S  =  K S + ( 1 . - K S ) * F A S L * * R  
8  C H I E 2  =  ( ( 1 , 0 - E T A ) * F A S L I / ( K S  -  E T A * F A S L  + ( l . - K S I * F A S L * * R I  
D C  H I  =  C H I F I  -  C H I E 2  
I F ( A B S ( D C H I ) . L T . . 0 0 0 8 1  G O  T O  1 5  
1 0  F A S L  =  F A S L  + . 3 3 3 * 0 C H I  
G O  T O  2 5  
1 5  S L I P  =  ( l . - F A S L ) / ( K S  -  F A S L - ( 1 . - K S ) * F A S L * * R )  
C  C A L C U L A T E D  T H E  R E C I R C U L A T I O N  R A T I O  
R R  =  ( l . - C H I E 2 ) / C H I E 2  
M S F  =  M C F /  ( l . + R R )  
M F W F  = M S F  
C  C A L C U L A T E  T H E  B O I L I N G  B O U N D A R Y  ( L N B )  
C  A S S U M I N G  A X I A L  P O W E R  D I S T R I B U T I O N  I S  S I N ( B X )  
A R G  = ( P R - 2 . * M F W F * ( H H - H F W n / P R  
L N B  =  L *  A R C O S ( A R G » / P I  
F P . A C  =  M F W F f l t ( H W - H F W ) / P R  
L N B M = L N B * L L  
L B = L - L N B  
L B M  =  L B * L L  
C  I N T E R M E D I A T E  C A L C U L A T I O N S  O F  I N T E R E S T  
S L A  =  ( l . + S L I P ) / 2 .  
C  A V E R A G E  S T E A M  V I : L O C I  T V  
W C  =  M C F / < 9 H 0 W * A C « 3 6 0 0 . )  
W C M  =  W C * L L  
M R  =  M S F * R R  
U  = W C * S L A  
U M  = U * L L  
C  P A R A M E T E R S  N E E D E D  F O R  A K C A S U ' S  L U M P E D  T I M E  C O N S T A N T  M O D E L  
B E  =  P I * L N B / L  
A L  =  P I * L B / L  
B E S  =  P I * L N 3 / L S  
A L S  =  P I * L B / L S  
W S  =  P I * U / L  K  
W W  =  P I * W C / L  
T W  =  L N B / W C  
T S  =  L B / U  
C O B  =  C O S ( B E S )  
S I B  =  S I N ( B E S I  
C 0 B 2  =  ( l . - C 0 B ) * ( l . - C 0 8 )  
S I 2 B  =  S I N (  2 . • B E S  )  
S I 2 B  =  S I N (  2 . * B E S  I  
C 0 2 B  =  C 0 S ( 2 . * B E S )  
C O A  =  C O S *  A L S )  
C 0 2 A  =  C 0 S < 2 . * A L S )  
S I A  =  S I N ( A L S )  
S I 2 A  =  S I N ( 2 . * A L S »  
H V  =  R H O S * ( H S - H W )  
H V M  =  P H O S M » « H S M - H W M )  
C  A R E A  O F  D O W N C O M E R  W I T H  F R A C T I O N  O F  M E T A L  = F D C  
A D C  =  P I * t D I A C + D I A V ) * ( D I A V - D I A C ) * . 2 5 * F D C  
R H O D C  =  ( R H D F W ^ R R » R H O W ) / ( l . + R R >  
E M C  =  A C * R H O W * ( L E V - E T A * F A S L * l L C + L B / 2 . ) )  
E M  D C  =  A D C * R H O  D C * L  E V  
E M J P  =  2 . * R H 0 D C * L J P * A V S P  
C  M A S S  I N  L B M  T O  K G  
E M C M  =  E M C * M M  
E M D C M  =  E M D C * M M  
E M J P M  =  E M J P * M M  
R E  =  3 6 0 0 . * D E * W C * R H O W / M U  
P R N  =  C P * M U / K W  
C  N O N B O I I  I N G  H E A T  T P  A N S F E P  C  O E F  
H N B  =  . 0 2 3 * 1 K W / D E ) * ( D E * * . 8 ) * P P N * » . 4  
H N B M = H T * H N B  
H T A  =  P F * L * A C / A  
C  P P F  =  P O W E R  I N  C H A N N E L /  P O W E R  I N  A N  A V E  C H A N N E L  
0  =  P R * R P F / H T A  
C H P O  =  Q * A F  
Q M  =  0 * 3 . 1 5 4 6  
C  B O I L I N G  H E A T  T R A N S F E R  C O E F  
H B  =  ( l . E 6 * E X P  ( P / 9 0 0 . )  * ( 0 / 1 . E 6 ) * * . 7 5 ) / 1 5 .  K  
H B M = H T * H B  ^  
H T A M  =  H T A * A A  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 0 0 1 )  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 0 0 2 )  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 0 1 3 3 )  F P , P R M ,  P R  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 0 0 4 )  P , P M  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 0 0 5 )  C H I ^ l  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 0 0 6 )  H F W , H F ' < M , R H O F W , R H O F W M  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 0 0 7 )  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 0 0  8 ) H S , H S M , H W , H W M , C P , C P M , R H O W , R H O W M , P H O S , P H D S M  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 0 0 9 ) D H S P , D H S P M , O H W P , D H W P M , D T D P , O T D P M  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 0 1 0 1  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 0 ; i l ) L , L M , D I A C , D I A C M , D I  A V , D I A V M , L E V , L E V M , F W L , F W L « , L C , L C M  
W R I T E 1 6 , 1 0 4 1 )  A L , B E , T W , T S  
C  F U E L  T E M P E R A T U R E  F E E D B A C K S  
R N B O  =  . 0 5 5 / F K  +  A L O G ( R C / R F » / ( P I * C K )  +  1 . 0 / ( H N B * P F )  
R B O  =  . 0 5 5 / F K  + A L 0 6 < R C / R F )  / ( P I * C K )  +  1 . 0 / ( H B * P F )  
E l  =  P I * ( 2 . * B E - S I 2 B ) / ( 1 6 . )  
E 2  = P I * ( 2 . * A L + S I 2 B ) / ( 1 6 . )  
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W R Î T P ( 6 , 1 0 2 6 )  
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 0 3 5 1  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 0 : 2 7 )  G T N B t  G T N B M , T A U F N B  
1 0 2 7  F O R M A T ! « O * , 1 0 X , •  P O W E R ( N B )  T O  F U E L  T ^ M P .  = • , F 9 . 7 , • F / 3 T U / H ^  •  
l t F 1 0 . 8 , * K / W  F 9 . 3 / )  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 0 ; ? 8 Ï  G T B » G T B M , T A U F B  
1 0 2 8  F O R M A T !  « O »  t l O X f »  P O W E R (  B J  T O  F U E L  T E M P .  =  • ,  ^ = 9 .  6 ,  •  F / B T ' J / H R  •  
1 , F 1 0 , 8 , * K / W  S  F 9 . 3 / )  
W R I T E  < 6 , 1 0 3 2 »  G Q V , G Q V M , T A U Q V  
1 0 3 2  F O R M A T ! « O * , L O X , •  P O W E R  T O  V O I D  = ' , F 9 . 6 , ' F T » * 3 / B T U / S '  
1 , F 1 0 . 4 , ' M * * 3 / W  • ,  F 9 . 3 / )  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 0 3 3 )  G B V , G B V M , T A U B V  
1 0 3 3  F O R M A T ! * 0 » , 1 0 X , «  B O I L I N G  B O U N D A R Y  T O  V O I D  = • , F 9 . 2 , • F T * « 3 / F T  •  
1 , F 1 0 . 4 , ' M * * 3 / M  F 9 . 3 / )  
T A U R B  =  T W * ( l . - C 0 B ) / ( B E * S I 8 )  
G R B  = - I l , - C 0 B I / ( 2 . * P R B )  
G R B M  =  G R B * I L L / ( Q Q / 3 6 0 0 . )  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 0 3 5 )  G R B , G R B M , T A U R B  
1 0 3 5  F O R M A T i ' O » , 1 0 X , *  P O W E R  T O  B O U N D A R Y  = • , F 9 . 6 , • F T / B T U / S  •  
1 , F 1 4 . 9 ,  ' M / W  • ,  F 9 . 5 / )  
1 0 3 8  F O R M A T ! ' 1 * , 1 5 X , ' I N T E R M E D I A T E  C A L C U L A T I O N S  O F  I N T E R E S T » / )  
1 0 3 9  F O R M A T ! ' 0 ' , 4 5 X , ' G A I N S ' , 2 9 X , ' T I M E  C O N S T A N T S  ( S E C ) ' / )  
1 0 4 1  F 0 R M A T ! « 0 * , 5 X , « A L P H A S ' , F 6 . 3 , » B E T A =  • , F 6 . 3 , ' T W =  » , F 6 . 3 , • T S = • , F 6 . 3 / )  
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 0 4 3 ) G P W T , G P W T M , T A U W T  
1 0 4 3  F O P M A T ( ' O * , 1 0 X , ' P O W E R  T O  W A T E R  T E M P .  =  ' , F 1 4 . 9 , ' F / B T U / H P  »  
1 , F 1 4 . 9 , '  K / W  • , F 1 4 . 7 / )  
G  
C  N O I S E  M O D E L  C A L C L U L A T I O N S  
1 0 6 2  F O R M A T I ' 0 ' F L U X  I N P U T  F A C T O R S ' , / , 3 X A D ' , 6 X , ' B S ' , 6 X , ' C B ' , 6 X , ' W T »  
1  • 4 X , ' F A B C ' / )  
H R I T E ( 6 , 1 0 6 2 )  
D O  4 5  1  =  1 , N  
( ^ *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
R E A 0 ( 5 , 1 ) A D L ( I ) , B S L ( I ) , C B ! I ) , W E T ! n  
C  
C  C A L C U L A T E  T H E  W E I G H T I N G  F U N C T I O N  F A B C  F O R  E A C H  F L U X  S H A P E  
C  
A D C  I )  =  A O L I Î ) / L  
B S ( I )  =  B S L i n / L  
S I C n ) =  S 1 N ( C B ( I ) )  
cocci)= cosi:cB(i)) 
C A L L  I J P P F R { A 0 (  n  , B S (  I  )  , C B  (  Ï  )  1 1 . •  P I  (  1 1 1  P 2  (  I  )  )  
P 8 ( I ) =  A D ( i ; i * A D ( I )  +  B S C D ' î ' B S d )  
F A B C (  I » =  L * P 8 (  n  / ( C O C C  U  *  (  I ' l  I  I  )  • B S  (  1 »  )  I C  (  I  ) *  (  P  2  (  I  ) - A D (  I )  )  )  
W R I T E ( 6 t  1 )  A D (  I )  t B S <  I )  t C B (  Ï )  f W E T d  » , F A B C ( I  )  
4 5  C O N T I N U E  
C  C A L C U L A T E  T H E  A S S U M E D  F L U X  P R O F I L E  I N  T H E A X I A L  L  D I R E C T I O N  
W R I T E ( 6 » 1 0 5 0 )  
1 0 5 0  F 0 P M A T ( « 0 »  , : > 0 X # *  A S S U M E D  F L U X  P R O F I L E  * ,  / •  4 X t  •  X / L C R  •  1 4 X ,  •  F l U X M  
1 0 5 1  F O R M A T C  •  , F  1 0  . 3 , F  1 5 .  5  I  
C  F L U X  P R O F I L E  
X  =  1 . 0  
00 80 1-1,21 
F L U X  = 0  
0 0  8 1  K = 1 , N  
F L U X  I  =  F A B C ( K ) * W E T ( K ) * E X P ( A D L ( K ) * X ) * S I N ( B S L ( K ) * X * C B ( K ) )  
F L U X  =  F L U X  + F L U X I  
8 1  C O N T I N U E  
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 0 5 l ) X , F L U X  
X  =  X - . 0 5  
8 0  C O N T I N U E  
C  
C  G E N E R A T E  T H E  L I S T  O F  O M E G A ' S  T O  B E  U S E D  I N  C A L  T H E  T R A N S  F U N C T I O N S  
C  O M E G A ' S  F I R S T  A N D  L A S T  
C  
C*************************** ********************* 
R E A D ( 5 , 1 ) 0 F S T , 0 L S T  
D O M  =  A L O G ( O L S T / O F S T ) / N P T S  
0 0 5 3 5  I = 1 , N P T S  
O M ( n =  O F S T * E X P ( D O M *  ( I - I H  
O L i n  =  A L O G I O I O M I  n / 6 , 2 8 )  
5 3 5  C O N T I N U E  
C  F E E D B A C K  L O O P  C O E F  F O R  F U E L  T E M P ,  H 2 0  T E M P , A N D  V O I D  
^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
R E A D ( 5 t 3 )  A L F , A L W , a L V  
4  F O R M A T *  2 0 A 4 )  
C *********************************************** 
R E A D ( 5 f 4 )  X L A B f Y L A B f D A T L A B  
P R B S  =  F R A C + P R L / 3 6 0 0 .  
G W H  =  3 6 0 0 . / ( M C F * C P * L »  
C  D E T E R M I N E  T H E  N E W  B O I L I N G  B O U N O A P Y  D U E  T O  T H E  O V E R A L L  M « = W  S H A t > E  
C  U S I N G  T H E  F P A C T I O N  O F  P O W E R  I N  T H E  N O N B O I L I N G  R E G I O N  A S  T H F  B A L A N C E  
C  P A R A M E T E R  
C  
Y =  L N B  
5 1  C O N T I N U E  
F U N F = 0 . 0  
0 0  5 0  1  =  1 ,  N  
uLi =  c o s ( C B { i ) i * ( A D ( i  i * s i N ( B S ( n * Y ) - B S ( i i * C 0 S ( B S (  n * Y n  
U L 2 =  S I N ( C B n )  ) * ( A D (  n *  C O S ( B S (  n * Y » « - B S(n * S I N ( B S (  I ) * Y ) )  
ZL  =BS( I  ) *COS(CB(n ) -AD(  n *S IN ICB(in 
F U N F  =  F U N F + F A B C  ( I  ) * ( E  X P (  A 0 (  I  )  * Y  »  * (  U L 1 + U L 2  )  • Z L  I  t ' W E T  (  1 )  /  (  P S  (  I  ) * L  )  
P R I N T  1 , U L 1 » U L 2 » Z L , F U N F  
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